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"No 'second chance' with bird-song"
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Parabolic refleclor filial with gun-sight gels it all on Emilape. E. D. H.
Johnson, ihe expalilion's recordist, used this special equipment to record
the songs of distant birds.
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Emilape captures lolk music. Recordings were also made of Bulgarian
folk music on Emilape. The quality of these recordings makes them a
unique and valuable addition to the world's library of folk music.
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Recently Ihe British Ornithologists' Union was given permission to
make an expedition to Bulgaria-lhe first allowed behind the "Iron
Curtain". Led by Guy Mounlforl, the party look over 4,000 photographs (Eric Hosking was chief photographer) and made a large collection of recordings of rare bird-songs, using Emilape exclusively.
Mr. Mountfort afterwards said: "We had no "second chances'
with bird-song—it had to be right first time, every time. We often
recorded under the most appalling conditions, where an inferior
tape might have let us down. With its dependability, and the complete absence of flaws in its recording quality, Emilape always gave
us superb results and without a trace of background noise."
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made by lEMlJ
EMITAPE DIVISION, EMI SALES & SERVICE LTD., Hayes, Middlesex
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CHOOSE IN PERSON— Two showrooms
CHOOSE BY POST- 72 page catalogue
BEST TERMS —GREATEST SELECTION
Choose in person: at The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd
new Central London Showroom at Holborn—London's latest and largest specialist showroom, or at the
well-known North London Showroom in Harringay. See all makes of Tape Recorders and Hi-Fi Equipments. There are hundreds to choose from! Hear all the latest models, compare different types on the
spot. Choose by post: send off coupon now for a FREE copy of the unique Tape Recorder Centre Catalogue—72 illustrated pages, listing hundreds of models. In person or by post, unequalled terms and
not a penny extra for HP on orders over £30!
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post, the best choice in the country.
In person or by p
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For free Catalogue, send this coupon
;oupon to
HIHIHI
The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.. Dept. R
75 Grand Parade. Green Lanes. Harringay.
London. N.4. Telephone STAmford Hill 1146
RECORDER
Name
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE
CENTRE
L.
CHOOSE IN PERSON: Central London: 82 High Holborn, W.C.I. CHAncery 7401
North London: 75 Grand Parade, Green Lanes. Harringay. H.4. STAmford Hill 1144 / 2097
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"You want a reliable tape recorder with quality
reproduction? The Wyndsor 'Victory", every lime.
You've only to hear it and you'll be impressed. I
know the quality that goes into it and it beats me
how they do it at the price. If there's anything to
compare with it on the market 1 haven't heard it."
FREQUENCY RESPONSES:
7J i.p.s. — 50 to 15,000 c.p.s. ± 3dB
3} i.p.s. — 50 to 9.000 c.p.s. ± 3dB
1J i.p.s. — 50 to 5,000 c.p.s.

KNOW

SAY-

Wyndsor

VICTOR
r
COUPON
Please send me
full details of the
Wyndsor
VICTOR
and names of
nearest stockists

if full frequency equalisation al all speeds if 10" x 6"
speaker in detachable lid if controlled monitoring through
its own speaker if mixing for mic and gram/radio inputs
with mic, 1200 feet
45 gllS. (2 track) of tape and jackplug
AQ ——— /a ,
i \ with mic, 1800 feet
■'
track) of tape an(j jackplug
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To WYNDSOR RECORDING Co. Ltd.
Wyndsor Works, 2 Bellevue Rd.. Friern Barnet,
London. N.I I.
Tel: ENT. 2224,7
NAME
ADDRESS

Notice

to

Manufacturers

Whatever your product, and whatever its state of development, a photographic
record can be invaluable — for future reference — for publicity — and for
sales.

We specialise in the photography of industrial products — particularly

electronics — in black-and-white (as above) or in colour, for showcards and
catalogues.

We are the official photographers for Hi-Fi News and The Tape

Recorder.

Our prices are very competitive, and we invite your enquiries.

COLOUR
29

GEORGE

PRINTERS

STREET

LONDON
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stereophonic
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For recordings outside the studio, for critical assessment of
performance in halls and theatres, for use in scientific and
industrial research when two recordings arc required simultaneously the transportable TR 52 offers the recording engineer
a wide range of facilities.
Built to the highest electrical and mechanical standards
and with all units easily removable for quick servicing the
TR 52 embodies EMI's unique experience over many years in
the development and production of sound equipment.
Price .-£245 complcic
Decks only available as a separate unit.
Complete with stereo head block £75
Tel: SOUthall 2468
cc/s/i
S87

Extensively used by Armed
Forces, Government and
Industrial Research Establishments, Recording, TV
and Film Studios.

THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LTD
(Recording & Relay Equipment Division)
HAYES - MIDDLESEX - ENGLAND
(One of the EMI Group of Companies)

Only with

FI-CORD can

ways-really

HI-FI

and

Don't be misled by the compact size.
The fi-cord is a high fidelity instrument of advanced scientific design —
assuring true-to-life recordings.
Frequency 50-12,000 c.p.s. ± 3db. Tape
speeds 71 i.p.s. and 1| i.p.s. Twin track
record/playback, using standard 3i"
spools.
Wherever you go, you can take your
fi-cord with you, it is ideal for adding

you

really

have

it both

portable

the realism of sound to movie films.
The fi-cord weighs only 4.J lbs.,
measures 9j" x 5" x 2J". operates in any
position (lid open or shut) and requires
no power point. It runs on 4 batteries,
rechargeable from the automatic charger
supplied.
Built-in speaker. Full playback volume.
Extension speaker socket. Dynamic
microphone with stop/start switch.

CATCH STAND KEEP IT-WITH

FI-CORD
Complete with
Microphone, Tape,
Batteries and Charger 59 GNS
^orwith Grampian DP4/M
Microphone 66 GNS

Write for name and address of your nearest stockist to:—
FI-CORD Ltd • 40a Dover St • London • W1
Tel: HYDE PARK 3448
588

MIMIFLUX

true high-fidelity magnetic heads

■mr

An important statement on the Signal-to-Noise ratio
of quarter track magnetic recording heads.
Providing all other factors remain equal, halving the track
.2*
width will reduce the playback E.M.F. of the head by
one half (6 dB). But because of the random nature of
the noise produced by the tape, the noise is only reduced
by 3 dB. Thus the overall signal-to-noise ratio need not
be worse than —3 dB in converting from i to J track
assuming that the tape noise was predominant and not
limited by amplifier noise.
In the case of the MIMIFLUX ^ track head type VKH4,
the out-put E.M.F. is very high in comparison with heads
1/
employing conventional constructions and is in fact
higher than some normal i track heads.
(6 mV at 5 Kc/s from a tape recorded at —6 dB below
full modulation transported at 7J i/s.
Tests have been conducted which show that it is possible to enjoy the full facilities, flexibility and economy
of J track operation without any significant degradation of quality.
All enquiries to:
MIMIFLUX ELECTRONICS LIMITED, 8 HALE LANE, MILL HILL, LONDON. N.W.7

THE

MAGNAFON

ZODIAC
-J

A

NEW LOOK
FOR

TAPE

RECORDER

^

THE FAMILY

V-

For Father — Electronic Equipment at its Best
For Mother—Tape Recorder that Blends with the Furniture
and so simple to operate that the children can be left in safety
without harm or damage occurring.

"v..

The Zodiac is Designed for the Family who want
a Reliable Tape Recorder Incorporating all the
Latest Equipment
MIXING • TRICK CONTROL • LARGE SPEAKER • PAUSE
CONTROL • 3 SPEEDS • TONE AND BASS CONTROLS
MONITOR FACILITIES *7'SPOOLS* HI-FI OUTPUTSOCKET
COMPLETE 39 gns. or 4 TRACK 45 gns. (legs 2 gns. optional)
GO TO YOUR NEAREST DEALER NOW AND SEE THE ZODIAC
MANUFACTURERS—MAGNAFON COMPANY OF LONDON
DISTRIBUTORS—R. MARKING & CO. LTD., 197 STREATHAM ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY
589

MITCHAM 7116
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NOT MASS PRODUCED BUT VIRTUALLY HANDMADE FOR RELIABILITY AND CONSISTENTLY
HIGH STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE.
1. 11" ips can be fitted for an
extra 3 gns.
2. Superimposing fitted as
standard.
3. Mixing facilities.
4. Provision is made for the
addition of a STEREO
HEAD.
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION
The R.40.
II ips 70—4,500 ± 3dbs.
3J ips 60—9,000 ± 3dbs.
7i ips 50—15,000 ± 3dbs.
15 ips 40—20,000 ± 3dbs.
(signal noise ratio at 7J ips—
47dbs.)
Separate record amplifier.
Push-pull bias erase oscillator
for low tape hiss.
Separate bass and treble controls ± 15 dbs at 14 kc/s—
15dbs at 40 c/s.
Supplied complete with Acos 39/1 microphone,
Radio Record lead and 1,200' P.V.C. Tape.

MODEL R30/R40

i

&
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MODELS
RIO 56 GNS.—2 track
66 GNS.—4 track
R20 61 GNS. with mapic ftvft rernrd inHirainr
R30 66 GNs! with meteiTreconTievel Indicator
R40 70 GNS. as R30 but with push/pull sound
output

RIO SPECIFICATION:

4; 12 dBs at 50 cycles and 12 k/cs. Adjustable
monitor volume control independent of
record level. Peak signal level meter 2| in.
square. Bogen heads. Record safety device.
600 ohms Cathode follower output. Two per
cent total harmonic distortion on peaks.
200/250 volts 50 cycles or 100/120 volts
60 cycles. Valve line up: I EF86. 2 ECF80.
2 ECC83. I ECC82. 2 EL84. Metal rectifier,
contact cooled.

2 or 4 track version. 10 watts push/pull
output. (2 EL84 valves)
7i ips 30—18,000 cycles ±3 dBsl _
31 ips 40—12,000 cycles ± 3 dBs Utoptimum
l| ips 50- 6,000 cycles ± 3 dBsj bias setting
Collaro Studio Deck. Microphone and Radio/
Gram inputs each with separate gain controls
for mixing. Separate bass and treble controls.

Please send me without obligation full details of
your range of Tape Recorders. I am particularly
interested in Model R

Fully illustrated literature available on request to—
REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD.
118 Park Road North, South Acton, London, W.3.
Phone: Acorn 4141

Mr
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T T used to be a catch to ask a person if he had suddenly
t noticed how young the policeman looked; and, when the
answer was " Yes to say ..." a sure sign that you are getting
old! " There is possibly the same observation to be made about
the ever-increasing speed at which the years seem to fly. In
youth, the speed of rotation of our planet is of little consequence
and purely coincidental with the fact that there is an over-long
period of wailing between the school holidays and (later)
paydays. As the years pass, however, events like annual Audio
Fairs and indexes for new volumes of The Tape Recorder begin
to close up like the collapsing sections of a telescope—and, here
we arc again at the end of a volume, saying to ourselves: " It
seems only yesterday that we were preparing our first issue!
In a mailer of a few short months more, the sixth London
Audio Fair should be upon us; and we. in common with many
of our readers, are wondering what place "tape" will lake
in the scheme of things. Some two years ago we raised the
possibility of a separate annual " Tape Show," and a great
deal of thought was given to it by people more capable than
us in such matters. In the interim two things have happened.
First, and most natural, tape has established itself as one of
the important features of the Audio Fair. Second, because of
the rapid expansion of interest in tape recording, it is establishing
it as a domestic utility. There is thus a growing feeling that
a large-scale "Tape Show" might no longer be a worthwhile
venture: and there is good sense behind this line of thought.
Many of the manufacturers whose interests arc in tape have
firm and established interests in the broader territory of " Audio "
and. in not a few cases, of " Hi-Fi and though a sepcrate
" Tape Show" would undoubtedly please a great number of
enthusiasts, it would cost manufacturers a great deal of extra
work, lime and expense. The answer certainly seems to be a
show-wilhin-a-show, so far as tape is concerned; and it is
probable that the organisers of the Audio Fair may be thinking
along those lines. Even here there arc dilliculties, because of
the interwoven interests mentioned above; but there is a strong
case for a Tape Section as such, and more clearly defined, within
the Audio Fair—possibly in an annexe to the main exhibition.
With a growing and expanding Hi-Fi industry there has
always been a question of space and its allocation; but the
location of the show has always made it possible for independent
exhibitions to acquire accommodation in nearby buildings. We
think it might be well worth exploring the possibilities of
acquiring one such extra and convenient building for exhibitors—
and perhaps not only manufacturers—to concentrate upon tape.
Whatever form such an exhibition were to take, however, it
would be most desirable to make provision for a section in
which tape users, enthusiasts, and even competitions could be
staged. With that thought we leave you, at the end of Volume
2, and we wish you all a very happy and prosperous 1961.
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COVER PICTURE
A BRIEF report on the Industrial Photographic and Television Exhibition will be found on Page 596, and our
Cover Picture this month was taken at this important Show.
It illustrates the Gaumont-Kalee portable magnetic sound
recording equipment on the Rank PreciVon Industries' stand
being inspected by the Directors of Ardee Film Studios, Elstree.
This equipment, designed for use with the Arriflcx 16mm.
camera, enables synchronised picture and sound to be obtained
simultaneously on magnctc striped film. Particularly suitable
for low-budget film production, either on location or indoors,
it is proving valuable in commercial, industrial and newsreel
work.
NEXT MONTH
ATl.'TCHINGS takes the construction of his Clockwork• driven Portable Tape Recorder a stage further next month,
when he discusses switching and equalisation circuits for
recording and playback, included amongst the equipment
reviewed will be a machine for which we have had a number
of enquiries, namely, the Philips £Z,3536 4-lrack stereo mach ne.
There will be another sound and cine feature to which a great
many readers will be looking forward with interest, since
summer photography is very often followed by winter lime
editing and synchronising with sound on tape. A full line-up
of our other regular features is scheduled, including Tape
Recorder Workbench, News from the Clubs, and Readers'
Problems, so why not place a regular order with your supplier
now.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The subscription rate to The Tape Recorder is 21/- pet
annum (U.S.A. 83.00) from The Tape Recorder, 99
Mortimer Street, London, W.L Subscription+Index, 24/(U.S.A. 83.25).
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By I. W. Jarman
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The Spec lone 161
is an example ol
a popular machine
incorporating superimposing.

BEGINNERS

PART 7—SURE RIM POSITION
IN the previous article I dealt with the simultaneous recording
of two or more sources, describing in some detail the various
types of mixer units available and how to use them. This article
dealt with the " mixing" of sources, not by recording them
simultaneously, but by recording first one and then superimposing
another on top of it.

it your foreground material (e.g. your voice). Then play the
tape and check whether or not the balance of the two sounds
is correct. In all probability, you will find that the background
tends to drown your voice. If this is the case then obviously
the original sound should have been recorded at a lower volume.
The experiment should be repeated until the correct balance of
sound is obtained.
It is possible, by adjusting the bias, to vary the amount by
which the volume of the original sound is reduced when superimposing, This, however, is a bad practice, since any great
reduction in the bias will lead to an increase in distortion and
lo a poor signal to noise ratio.

How it's done
This superimposition is achieved by re-recording over the
original—in fact by making two recordings on the same length
of tape. There are two main points which must be considered
if superimposition is to be used. The first is that, in normal
circumstances when a recording is made, any signal already on

High frequencies
Finally, you will notice that when superimposing, the higher
frequencies of the original sound seem to be reduced considerably
more than the lower frequencies. This is due to the fact that
when partial erasure takes place due to bias erase effect, the
higher frequencies are affected more than the low.
This, I think, will show that it two sounds are to be mixed,
then, generally speaking, belter quality will be obtained by
recording both simultaneously using a mixer unit. In the next
article in this series I shall be dealing with editing, including
using the off-set marking method, on the various types of
domestic recorders.

IACE UP FOR
SUPERIMPOSING
n
LACE UP FOR
NORMAL RECORDING
ERASE
HEAD

recoro/repUY
HEAD

FIG

the tape will be completely erased. It is obvious, therefore, that
if one sound is going to be recorded on another then the erase
head must, in some way or other, be made inoperative. On
some domestic recorders this is done by switching the current
from the erase head to a load resistance; on others, the erase
head itself is by-passed. The methods employed on the different
makes of machines are fully described by the manufacturers in
instruction booklets supplied with their products.
On at least one make of recorder, when superimposition is
used, the tape is taken from the feed spool, behind the erase
head (this, of course, means that the head cover must be removed), then around the extra guide just to the left of the
record/replay head. From then on the lacing of the tape is as
for a normal recording (see fig. 1).
The second point which must be considered is the bias erase
effect. In the first article in this series I pointed out that the
sound to be recorded is mixed, in the recording head, with a
high frequency signal known as bias; the purpose of this being
to reduce distortion and to increase the signal to noise ratio.
The oscillator which feeds this bias signal also feeds the erase
current and, although the bias is very, very small compared with
the erase current, nevertheless it does have the effect of reducing
the volume of the original sound when you record over it.
To find out just how much the reduction in volume will be,
you will have to do a number of experiments. The easiest way
of doing this is to record your original sound (i.e. the one which
will form the background) at normal level and note the setting
of the volume control. Next, using superimposition, record over
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' / hereby resolve lo slop selling paper streamers lo people for
tapesponding on ... "
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HERE AND

THERE AND

EVERYWHERE

power of 10 watts, or, alternatively, the output of the machine
may be fed into a power amplifier for distributing signals over
a network. Speakers can be supplied with or without on/off
and volume controls at point of location, and in colours to match
any decor.
Subscribers receive an initial supply of six tapes and these
are changed every three months at no extra cost. Extra tapes
may be supplied at a moderate charge. The tape player, wiring
and speakers are installed by Rcdituno engineers after a thorough
survey of the subscriber's premises to decide the number of
speakers required and their location to give the best possible
service.
The tape service may be hired at a basic rental of £56 a
year. Music is grouped under headings such as Cocktail Time,
Salon Music, Piano Playtime, Latin American and Bright Background. The Reditune library of more than 7,000 specially-chosen
titles is added to each month as new tunes become established
favourites. Perhaps one of the most distinctive features of
disseminating music at low sound volume over a large number
of strategically placed loudspeakers is that it is no longer
necessary to ask for a seal " near the orchestra

1 ?
®rr
h.-«T

Continuous Music on Tape
jDACKGROUND music although relatively new to Britain, is
•*-' definitely on the increase. Waterloo Station has it, Cunard's
Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth have it; it is in many factories,
offices, hotels and shops throughout the country. Doctors and
dentists are even installing it in their waiting-rooms to soothe
nervous patients.
Rcdituno Limited, of Croydon, a member of the Rcdiffusion
Group, introduced background music to this country in 1958,
and its subscriber list has grown rapidly. Waterloo and the
Cunardcrs are numbered on it, and approximately 750 licensed
premises now provide Reditune for their customers. Today, the
company has more than 7,000 special y-recordcd titles available
in tempos ranging from marches and waltzes to mambos and
beguines. It also operates overseas in South Africa, Japan,
Australia, the Rhodesias, the Caribbean, and in Switzciland.
The service employs a compact 111 in. x 8f in. x 11 in.
self-contained player machine which is installed on the subscriber's premises and will play a 90-minule tape over and over
again until it is removed from the machine.
The tapes arc easily and rapidly loaded and unloaded by means
of a transpa ent plastic cassette which, to load, is gently pushed
by one hand into a slot in the front of the player. This sets the

Famous Fi-Cord Broadcaster
NATELIE Core, roving correspondent for the National Broadcasting Corporation of America, and a BBC contributor,
records a farewell conversation with Ralph Gough, Fi-Cord's
General Manager, prior to returning to America. Miss Core's
Fi-Cord is probably one of the most travelled in the world, and
has been used to record conversations with most of the world's
personalities. (Mystified on-lookcr is Nalclie Core's husband,
playwright John O'Hare).

The plastic cassette
is loaded in a single
operation, and it is
never necessary to
handle the tape
itself. The method
of loading is illustrated in the photograph at the top of
the page.

Audiocraft Help Polio Campaign
The National Polio Vaccination Committee launched a
nationwide campaign on Wednesday, November 16th, when Mrs.
Nancy Hall, wife of John Hall, O.B.E., M.P., who is a
member of the committee phoned five Lord Mayors throughout
the country to ask them to help. The main theme of the
campaign is an appeal to the public to " Make a call and save
a life." The committee wants people to make at least three
telephone calls to their friends reminding them that Polio kills,
that it can strike even in winter and that the National Health

tape in motion automatically. From this point on, except for
adjustments to volume as desired, the operator may forget about
the machine until a change of tape is required. To unload the
used tape, a finger control lever at the rear of the player is
moved and the tape ejected. It is not necessary to switch off
the machine while changing tapes.
The player is capable of driving 100 loudspeakers up to a total
594
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Definitely the lop story this month is the
presentation by Grundig {Great Britain) Ltd..
of a TK20 Tope Recorder to a representative
of the Royal National Institute for the B.ind.
This was no ordinary occasion since this was
in fact the IOO.OOCWi TK20 to be delivered.
The photograph shows Mr. T. H. Tylor, Vicechairman of the R.N.I.B.. receiving the
Grundig TK20 front Mr. Eric Robinson, the
famous Television Conductor. The ceremony
took place at a Cocktail Parly given by
Grundig at their London showrooms. The
Tape Recorder is earmarked for the Chorleywood Grammar School for Blind Girls, and
it won'd he difficult to think of a more suitable
recipient. Mr. Tylor, who is blind himself, is
Teacher in Jurisprudence and Estates Bursar
at Balliol College, Oxford, of which he is also
a Fellow. He is an international bridge player
and President of the Midland Counties Chess
Union.

*■

Service offers free vaccine for everyone under the age of 40.
Each call ends with an appeal for the listener to at once phone
three of his friends. Audiocraft, Ltd., have loaned sound
broadcasting and record equipment to the committee and many
other offers of help are reaching the committee daily—this
campaign is the result of a letter from Mrs. D. Hall, widow of
Jeff Hall the footballer who died from polio last year.
«
«
•

V.

Mr. Paul received yet another award, in the shape of a Philips
EL3536 4-track stereo recorder, at an informal dinner held by
Philips Electrical Ltd., in Kettners Restaurant on Wednesday,
30th November.
Two others of the six British entries, " Beat'n Heartby
Ronald Guttridge, of Upminster, Essex, and "Our School", by
Stanground V.C. Primary School, near Peterborough, won first
prizes in their respective categories—those for Music and Speech,
and the Schools Section. The former was composed by B.
Summerfield and performed by E. Locke, B. Summerfield, J.
Aitkcn, and M. Eagles in Hornchurch, Essex. The latter was a
school magazine in sound composed by P. J. Kingston, one of
the staff, and the top form—mostly eleven-year-olds.

Grundig Price Reductions
GRUNDIG (Great Britain) Limited have just celebrated the
sale of their 100,000th TK 20 tape recorder in Great
Britain—a unique event in the tape recorder industry (see story
above). To mark the occasion they are offering the consumer
a share in this enormous success by drastically cutting the
price of the following current models: —
The TK.20—10 guineas off. This popular model can now be
had for 42 guineas, including the famous Grundig Condenser
microphone, which if bought separately costs 6 guineas.
The TK 24—price reduced by 7 guineas to 55 guineas, this
includes the special high impedcnce microphone which is available on its own at 7 guineas.
The TK 30—can now be bought for 65 guineas, a saving of
7 guineas, and the TK 35, the three speed version of the TK 30,
also reduced by 7 guineas to 75 guineas.
Specifications of these machines can be obtained from
Grundig (Great Britain), Ltd., 39/41, New Oxford Street,
London, W.C.I.
«
«
*
British Tapes Beat The World
" rT,HE Rest is Silencethe story of a young man in a
L condemned cell, produced by Norman Paul, which was
named as the Tape of the Year in the recent British Amateur
Tape Recording Contest, won first prize in the Composition
Section in the International Amateur Recording Contest held in
Amsterdam during the week-end of October 29-31. To this competitor also went the Grand Prix of the Contest. Extracts from
this dramatised feature, with Norman Paul's own story as to
how he made it almost entirely in his room at Muswell Hill,
London, were broadcast in " Sound " (Network Three) on October
2. Douglas Brown was one of the judges at this International
Contest, and reported on the entries in " Sound " on Sunday,
November 13 (repeat on Monday, 21st).

TAPE TIPS - by Guy

- No. 3 -

CD

Keep the

o

capstan and
pressure roller
clean

a

A DIRTY or oily capstan or an accumulation of tape deposit
* on the capstan or pressure roller can cause uneven tape
speed and in severe cases will prevent the tape moving at all.
The capstan should be cleaned periodically with methylated
spirits (unless it is rubber covered). Rubber-covered rollers
should be cleaned with C.T.C. (carbon tetra-chloride) but be
careful to use very little and to polish off with a clean dry
cloth because C.T.C. is a solvent for rubber and will do more
harm than good if used to excess and if left to dry on the rubber.
These tips are abstracted by permission from " How to gel the
Best out of your Tape Recorder" by Pcrcival J. Guy. Norman
Price (Publishers) Ltd. 1958. 18s. 6d. net.
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£153—definitely an importation from the United States which
will receive a great deal of attention.
Still on the theme of making picture and sound an easier joint
operation is the Doininus 8 mm projector. This is basically two
machines in one. A single motor is used to drive both the 8 mm
film and the tape—the spool-carrying spindles and the necessary
drive capstans and gates are mounted respectively on the front and
back of the unit. It is possible to use the units independently, so
that we have a normal 3J and 7J i/s Tape Recorder and a 16 frames
per second 8 mm silent projector contained in a single portable
unit weighing only 33 lbs. and costing £120.
A number of interesting items were shown on the Rank Precision
Industries Limited stand including the OKI500 series cabinet,
magnetic sound recorder and the Type 1830 16 mm portable
magnetic recording unit. Once again it is the synchronising of
sound with picture which makes these new units of special interest,
although in this case since 16 mm film is incorporated, it is
the professional user who is aimed at.
Many interesting slide projectors—generally with sound coupling
—were being demonstrated, including the Rollei. and a new-comer
from America known as the Revere 503. The latter se'ects at a
touch any slide from a 36-uniI magazine and automatically projects these in sequence as rapidly as twice in every three seconds.
Altogether this was a most interesting Exhibition which gave ample
evidence of the lively stale of the sound/photographic market.
Amongst the exhibitors featuring sound were:—Ampex Great
Britain Ltd.. Beulah Electronics, Neville Brown and Co. Ltd..
Dominus (England) Ltd., E.M.I, Electronics Ltd.. Gevaert Ltd..
Ilford Ltd., Kelvin and Hughes Ltd., Kodak Ltd., Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Ltd.. Polarizers (United Kingdom) Ltd. (Fairchild
Camera). Pullin Optical Co. Ltd.. Rank Precision Industries Ltd.,
RCA Great Britain Ltd.
•
«
•
B.B.C. " Sound " Programme
OUR Technical Editor tells us, just as we arc going to Press,
that he has prepaied two talks on using gramophone records
and tapes to check the correct working of equipment. His first
talk is non-technical and uses ordinary music recordings, while
the second talk refers to special lest records and stereo. The
transmission time of these editions of " Sound " is 2.40 p.m. on
the lllh and 25th Oecember, and each programme is repealed
eight days later.
•
♦
♦
R.G.D. Recorders Stolen
Twenty three R.G.D. Mk. 104 Tape Recorders were stolen
recently from the Company's Warehouse. Radio Gramophone
Development Co. Ltd.. Eastern Avenue West, Romford, Essex,
will be grateful to receive any information regarding these
Recorders. All the Models are covered in Red Leatherette with
a Grey polka dot design and the serial numbers are given
below. 0471833. 0470941, 0456621. 0471746, 0471836, 0457490,
0456415. 0456444. 0456655. 0456450. 0456576, 0456634. 0456649,
0471788, 0470883, 0471107. 0471067. 0457476. 0456412, 0471707.
0471060. 0456438. 0471758.
•
•
•
Lustraphonc Patent Granted
WE have been advised that the Lustraphonc " Slereomic"
Microphone has now been granted a full Patent under the
number 858031.
The Lustraphonc Stereo Microphone has been reviewed by
well-known specialists in the various Trade Journals with every
success. Details can be obtained from Lustraphonc Ltd., St.
Georges Works, Regents Park Road. London. N.W.I.

V4K

Kxliibilion of Inlcrcsl
ISITING the second Industrial Photographic and Television
V Exhibition at the Royal Albert Hall, we were pleasantly surprised at the relatively large extent to which magnetic recording
items were being demonstrated alongside every sort of photographic
apparatus. A list of some of the exhibitors, whose names are
familiar to readers of T/ie Tape Recorder, is given below, and
space has allowed us to single out only a few of the most noteworth\
exhibits.
First of all we must mention the new Fuirchild Cinephonic
Camera which shoots 8 mm film and simultaneously records a
sound track on a magnetic strip on the film. Of course, this completely eliminates bothers with synchronisation and for many types
of Home Movies it must, after a bit of practice in using the microphone, produce highly acceptable '"Talkies'" in a single operation.
We were allowed to try out this new camera, and found, with
head-phones p'ugged into the monitoring socket, it was possible
to find a microphone position which picked up conversation and
general sounds without it accidentally appearing " in shot ".
The price of this new camera is expected to be around the £190
mark, and the special projector which gives immediate playback
of sound and pictures from the processed film is expected to cost
The G a ti m o n l Kalce Type 1830
portable magnetic
recording u n i l is
designed for use
with the highest
quality 16 mm film
equipment and was
demonslraleif at the
Exhibition in conjunction with the
Arriflex Camera.
The photograph at
the lop of the page
shows the Marconi
V id icon TV Camera
with versatile lens
turret.
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/I co/i rer smion piece snapped at the Industrial Photographic and Television Exhibition {See story on facing page). The canit ■ra is
ihc next l airchild Cinephonic 8 nun which simultaneously records a sound track, using the microphone as shown, on pre-slriped film.
Recorder, we arc searching for ideas thai will be of interest to
all. The cine arlicle that was published in the last issue appears
to be the answer. It is almost certain that one member in each
club at least has a cine or slide projector, and producing a
sound track for a film can lake a long time, but the result is
amazing. Films or slides may be good, but the result will be
far belter if the appropriate sounds accompany the film. Many
years ago cine clubs were formed and now they have added tape
recorders to produce sound tracks. It works perfectly well the
other way round, so why not add cine"

Club news
We have recently received the latest newsletter from the
secretary of the Rugby Amateur Tape Recording Society and
from this we quote " One of the greatest difficulties facing a
committee of any club and in particular one of this kind, is
how to keep members happy. It is impossible to keep everyone
happy all the time and we must aim at keeping the majority
happy most of the lime, but everyone happy some of the time.
This is difficult and. in the absence of other ideas, the committee
and programme committee and officers are left to put forth their
ideas." This, surely, is the cry of all recording clubs throughout
the country and, as slated in last month's issue of The Tape

Rhona and John James have been appointed United Kingdom
Representatives of the World Tape Pals after Mr. Len Walkins
had to resign because of pressure of work. A circular letter has
been sent to all members giving details of this change and
requesting members to advise if they are still interested in
W.T.P. A complete new roster is to be published in the new
year, and if any person is contemplating tape exchanges they
should contact R, & J. James. 45. Uoundary Road, Colliers
Wood. London. S.W.I9.

.•«
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We have just received the following letter:—"Thanks to the
publication in your recent edition of The Tape Recorder of my
intention of forming a club. I have had a marvellous response
and through this the Newcastle and District Tape Recording
Club has been formed. The attendance for the first two meetings
was encouraging and nineteen, including two women, enrolled
as members of the club. At the second meeting they were
honoured by having the famous recording and television artistes.
Mr. and Mrs. Male, alias Tiger woman and her mate, who told
them about their travels throughout the world and gave an
introduction to South African Folk Music. Club meetings are to
be held fortnightly on Mondays commencing at 7.30 p.m. Details
can be obtained from Mr. M. J. Bonner. 28. Rushie Avenue.
Benwel'. Ncwcaslle-on-Tvne."

,,'rr

/
Fi-Cord International were awarded the first prize for the bestdesigned plan at the l%0 Complor Suissc Exhibition held recently
in Lausanne.
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1897 and the earliest disc was by Berliner in 1896 on a hard
rubber base. Mr. Upcher then took up the story. He has
been associated with recording from the performers angle since
the early I900's and illustrated his experiences with recordings
made at the time. The evening concluded with Mr. Upcher
recording with a piano accompaniment on Mr. Elliott's 1903
cylinder machine and the result being replayed. Further details
from Mr. K. W. Stanley. Community Centre, Bridge, Road,
Soulhall, Middlesex.
•
•
«
The next meeting of the Leicester Tape Recording and Hi-Fi
Club will be held at the Newarkc Girls School, Imperial Avenue,
Leicester on the first and third Friday of each month. The dale
of the Annual General meeting has been fixed for 13th January
1961.
*
«
•
Mr. J. K. Gappcr, has for a long while been considering
inaugurating a Tape Recording Club in Exeter in conjunction
with a number of other enthusiasts. It is proposed to hold a
meeting for all those interested at Fildews (Engineers) Ltd. 99,
Fore Street, Exeter on January 27lh at 7.30. Mr. Parry of Denmark Court Hotel, Exeter who recently appealed to readers
interested in forming a club, has agreed to join forces with
Mr. Capper. Anyone interested should call or write to: —
Mr. J. K. Gapper, 108. Ley park Road, Exeter.
«
•
«
The Harrow Tape Recording Club at their meeting on the
25th November 1960 had a demonstration of Specto Tape
Recorders given by Mr. Death. The attendance broke all
records, 25 members and friends heard an excellent description
of the capabilities of the Spccto 161. and later the machine was
put through its paces. The secretary of the Ware and District
Tape Recording Club has contacted the Harrow club with a
request to replay a tape from a patient in a Ware Hospital to
the relatives in Golders Green. This is the first time this has
been done by the club, and it is hoped that it is the first of
many person-to-pcrson messages. Further details of all meetings
can be obtained from Mrs. T. Fisher, 5 Gloucester Road, North
Harrow. Middlesex.
*
*
«
The Slcvcnage Tape and Audio Club have already in their
short existence had demonstrations by Messrs. Veritone, Waller
Instruments. Challcn, B.A.S.F., and visits have been arranged
for Lustraphone and Gramdcck. Meetings are held twice a
month at the Tenants' Meeting Room, Marymcad, Stevenagc.
Anyone interested in joining the other thirty members should
contact Mr. K. N. Crawford, 17 Long Hyde, Stevenage.

1.:
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Seen chatting with Miss Molly Grecnhalgh, B.B.C. Drama
Assistant, are three members of the Phoenix Drama and Tape
Recording Society. Left to right they are Mr. P. R. Streamer
(Treasurer). Mr. W. A. C. C. Smith (Secretary) and Mr. J. D. Rae
(Chairman). Miss Grecnhalgh had been talking to the Society
on the essentials of radio drama production. Needless to say
Miss Grecnhalgh's talk was recorded on tape for a second hearing.
Mr. J. O. Bannister opened the meeting of the Rugby Amateur
Tape Recording Society on 3rd November, and the forthcoming
Christmas draw was discussed. After this Mr. W. Tilcock
played part of a short recording made when the " Merrymakers "
Concert Parly was touring the district for the annual " rag
Members then listened to a tape which had been compiled by
members to be sent to Bournemouth, after which a general
discussion arose. Mr. R. Goodman provided the Quiz Tape
for the evening and this was won by Mr. R. Pick. The
President welcomed the *new electric Vice-presidents who
attended this meeting.
Editor. They must really be bright sparks!
•PS. We believe this should read newly elected.
The inaugural meeting of the Walsall and District Tape
Recording Club was held at premises at the rear of No. 113,
Lichlield Street. Walsall, on Wednesday October I9lh. With 12
members attending and several prospective members, the club
has great hopes of success in the future. A committee was
elected and many ideas were put forward for future meetings.
Club nights will be held weekly on Wednesdays at 8 p.m. at
the above address and further details may be obtained from
the secretary Mrs. J. Walford, 41, Mill Road, Pelsall.

Hi-Fi iMews

On Monday. October lOlh, Mr. B, Elliott and Mr. P. Upcher
gave a talk and demonstration to the Soulhall Sound Club on
the history of recording. Before dealing with recording Mr.
Elliott mentioned the very early mechanical musical instruments,
and played a recording of a mechanical spinet of the type
used in Henry VIII reign. Turning to sound recording and
reproduction he described Edison's first experiments in 1877,
and outlined the developments leading to the first wax cylinder
machines. The earliest machine demonstrated was made in
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.Sound with Slides
A NOVEL demonslralion encouraging the
amateur to brighten the presentation of
his colour transparencies with actuality sound
and commentary was given by the Bill Hartley
Production Team of Bill Hartley, Bernard
Coaling and Gordon Millar Thomson at a
meeting of the Solihull, Warwickshire, Photographic Society on November 8th.
After projection by Maurice White, a keen
local photographer, of a series of 67 colour
transparencies showing a trip down the Rhine,
past the legendary Lorelei rocks and rapids
to the accompaniment of barge sounds, the
legend of Lorelei in speech and song and other
associated noises with commentary spoken
over by Bill Hartley, each member of the team described his
contribution to the sound picture.
Bill Hartley told his audience of some of the difficulties
experienced in recorded interviewing. " Use plenty of tape,'"
he said, " it's cheap enough and you can always use it again.
Record anything and everything—this way you will lind you
will have enough material to do justice to the pictorial content
of your show. Edit harshly—cut and splice as you would use
a paint brush to high-light the visual colour with sound colour."
His audience laughed when he described hiding the microphone
of his recorder in a glove puppet in order to overcome shyness
and capture young comments at a children's party.
Gordon Millar Thomson, sound recordist and industrial film
maker, another director of the Bill Hartley Productions team
described some of the problems arising during the editing and
dubbing of some 3,000 feel of tape collected over a whole day's
recording, to provide the short 23 minute sound accompaniment
to the colour transparencies. There was no doubt in anyone's
mind that use of recorded sound in association with the
presentation of colour transparencies was a logical advance.

m
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of the Service held at Hull Cenotaph together with a recording
of the Festival in the Hall gave members the opportunity of
producing a programme with no rehearsals. Many months of
editing will be required before the finished programme is ready
for playback. Future meetings have been arranged including
demonstrations by Walter Instruments, Ltd., Grundig (Great
Britain) Ltd., Luslraphone and B.A.S.F. Consultations arc taking
place between the club and the local Amateur Cine Society to
provide a demonstration of " Sound in the Cinema ". Although
Hull Tape Recording Club have a busy programme, the secretary
will welcome tapes from other clubs. These should be sent to:
F. K. Fulstow. 17. Lowficld Road. Anlaby, Hull, Yorks.
Mr. R. Pcnfold, Chairman of the Coventry Tape Recording
Club, presided at the meeting on October 27lh at the Rotherham
Social Club together with thirty-one other members. Two new
members enrolled during the evening bringing the total membership to sixty-two. The meeting commenced with a demonstration
of the Cossor 4-track tape recorder and this was followed by a
programme compiled by Mr. C. Briggs. Any readers in this
area who would like to assist in raising the membership to 100
should contact the secretary: Mr. R. V. Reynolds, I, Thurlestone
Road. Radford, Coventry.

During the past year the members of the Stoke Ncwinglon
Amateur Tape Recording Club have produced a tape containing
recorded material obtained by members whilst on their holiday,
together with a club visit to Woolwich ferry obtaining sound
effects of ships and pleasure craft. Visits to the Wallliamslow
and Calford Recording Clubs has resulted in a closer tic between
the clubs, and tapes have been exchanged. The winter season
will be used as a lime for discussing future programmes, preparing tapes for future competitions and assisting the blind.
New members will be welcomed. Dates of meetings may be
obtained from the secretary, Mr. E. Home, 53 Londesborough
Road, London, N.I6.
*
*
*
There has recently been a change of Secretary of the Long
Distance Area Social & Sports Association Tape Recording Club.
Any correspondence should now be sent to:—P. FallowficldCoopor, LD/EF.2, Faraday Building, Queen Victoria Street,
London, E.C.4.
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The Field Section of the Hull and District Tape Recording
Club have embarked upon a long-term project of compiling a
"Sound Picture" of Hull. One feature tape on the "Mine
Watching Service" is complete, and interviews have already
been recorded with Anna Neagle, Bill Owen. Emile Ford and
Mr. Acker Bilk. A feature tape on the British Legion is well
under way, and on Remembrance Day an outdoor recording

f
"How about this—Genuine Train sounds recorded on an actual
footplate? "
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BHME TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD • CHAPMAN ULTRASONICS LTD
DORAN INSTRUMENT CO. LTD L.S.B. COMPONENTS LTD RESLOSOUND LTD

for

the

sound
RIBBON &

highest

quality

reproduction

DYNAMIC
DtNAMIC
TYPE DP
Head only
with baffle

MICROPHONES
IMPEDANCES
DPL 30 ohms
CRL 30/50 ohms
DPM 250 and
CRM 250 and
600 ohms
600 ohms
DPH 30 ohms
CRH 30/50 ohms
and Hl-Z
and h

RESLOSOUND
Da 1260TR

RIBBON
TYPE CR

LTD
Sales enquiries: 24 Upper Brook Street, Mayfair, London, W.I

Phone: Hyde Park 2291

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR
©I?

TAPE, DISC and RADIO
. . . and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS
-Ar Minimum Deposit
-jk- No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months
-A- Free Service during Guarantee Period
Prices subject to alteration as announced by In stock at our Hi-Fi Dept. at
manufacturers.
181, Streatham High Road
• MICROPHONES AND
#STEREO AND MONO
MIXERS
AMPLIFIERS by
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic... £7.11.0
Quad Walgain Rogers
Lustraphonc LD 66
... £4.2.6
Leak
Dulci
Armstrong
Lustraphone VR164
Jason H.M.V. etc.
Ribbon
£7.17.6
#TUNERS
by
Lustraphone LFV/59
Quad H.M.V. Rogers
Dynamic ... ... ... £8.18.6
Leak
Dulci
Armstrong
Simon 'Cadenza'
Jason
Ribbon
£10.10.0
#LOUDSPEAKERS
by
Simon Cadenza Crystal ... £3.13.6
Quad
G.E.C.
Reslo Ribbon or Dynamic £9.2.6
W.B.
Wharfedale
Reslo Cardio
£10.0.0
Goodmans Kelly |Mord Aunt)
AKG Stereo
Audiostatic Mordaunt
Dynamic D.88
£19.19.0
#MOTORS. PICKUPS, by
TSL 3 Channel Mixer ... £2.2.0
Garrard
Tannoy
Grundig Mixer ... ... £16.16.0
Lenco
Shure
Also in stock:
Connoisseur
Decca (ffas)
ACOS. FILM INDUSTRIES, TSL, Phillips
Ronette
G.B.C.. A.K.G., TELEFUNKEN.
Goldring Ortofon SME
All types of Diamond and sapphire
stereo and mono. Microlifts,
• TAPES & ACCESSORIES styli,
Garrard SPG3. Acos Dust Bug.
Standard. Double Play and Long Play in CABINETS
all sizes by all leading makers.
Record Housing
# Pre-Recorded Tapes by Columbia, Leak 'Southdown'
SAGA, etc.
E.A.R. RECORD PLAYERS
Bib and Romagna splicers. Matching
transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc.. etc. Please note our only addresses as below

• TAPE RECORDERS AT 169 171
•Simon SP4
95 gns.
Korting MT 157 4 Tr.,
Spectonc 161
49 gns.
2 speed, full stereo with
Stellaphon
4
Tr
37 gns.
monitor head and amp. 85 gns.
Stellaphon 4 Tr
59 gns.
Brenell Mk. V Model M ... 88 gns.
Stuzzi
4
Tr.
Junior
26 gns.
'Brcnell Mk. V ... ... 64 gns.
Stuzzi Tri-Corder ...
63 gns.
Brenell 3 Star
58 gns.
'Telefunken
85KL
...
79 gns.
Brenell 3 Star Stereo ... 89 gns.
Telefunken 76 4 Tr.
62 gns.
Cossor4Tr.
... ... 37 gns.
Truvox
R6
55
gns.
Cossor4Tr.
... ... 59 gns.
Truvox R7
82 gns.
Elizabethan FT.I 4 Tr. ... 34 gns.
Uher
Universal
79
gns.
Elizabethan GT.3 4 Tr. ... 45 gns.
'Uher 4 Tr. Stereo..
103 gns.
Elizabethan 'Popular'
'Vortexion
WVA
...
£93.13.0
de luxe ... ... ... 24 gns.
'Vortexion WVB ...
£110.3.0
'Elizabethan Major
... 65 gns.
'Vortexion C Stereo
148 gns.
•Ferrograph 4AN ... ... 81 gns.
Wyndsor Heron
25 gns.
'Ferrograph 4AN/S
... 88 gns.
Wyndsor
Victor
45 gns.
•Ferrograph 808
105 gns.
BATTERY PORTA LES
Ferrograph Stereo-Ad ... 30 gns.
Butoba
69 gns.
Fidelity Argyll
29 gns.
Grundig TK.I
29 gns.
Fidelity Minor
... ... 22 gns.
Clarion
25 gns.
Grundig TK20
42 gns.
Clarion Twin Set ...
8 gns.
Grundig TK24
55 gns.
Minivox C
30 gns.
'Grundig TK30 ... ... 65 gns.
Minivox 2 speed
41 gns.
•Grundig TK3S
75 gns.
Fi-Cord
59 gns.
■Grundig TK60 Stereo ... 128 gns.
Fi-Cord 101
53 gns.
•Harting HM8 Stereo ... 86 gns.
Stuzzi 'Magnette' ...
59 gns.
Magnafon Zodiac ... ... 39 gns.
Trav-Ler
29 gns.
Marconiphone No. I
... 39 gns.
Walter Metropolitan
55 gns.
Marconiphone No. 2
... 42 gns.
Philips 4 Tr. 3541
34 gns.
Philips 4 Tr. 3542
59 gns.
Philips 4 Tr. Stereo 3536 ... 92 gns.
WE SPECIALISE IN
•Rcflectograph 'A' l Tr. ... 95 gns.
169-171 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
• Tope to disc service
•Reflectograph "B' I Tr. ... 105 gns.
Reflectograph Playback
0
Tape
copy
service
STReatham 0466/0/92
and Streatham Station
Deck 'D'
75 gns.
• RECORDER HIRE
Robuk
36 gns.
Hi-Fi
Dept.
181
STREATHAM
HIGH
ROAD, S.W.I6
SERVICE
Saba 4 Tr. Stereo ... ... 65 gns.
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By F. K. Rawson
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COLLARO

"STUDIO"
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DECK

MODIFICATION
\\7K receive many sucucsicd inodilicalions from readers, and
arc pleased lo publish (hese when they arc likely to be of
ecncral interest. However, we would point out that the manufacturers may or may not approve of the changes described.
X^ANY readers possessing the Collaro Studio tape deck,
either as part of a home constructed tape recorder or
included in a commercial tape recorder, will be only too aware
of the lack of an interlock device to prevent the accidental
erasure of a tape should the record/playback switch be inadvertently left in the record position. Recorded tapes can also
be ruined by erase flux during fast winding, if the bias oscillator
is left running.
The Circuit
The circuit to be described provides a simple method of
achieving an efficient interlock by using a push-button operated
relay to replace the record/playback switch. Reference to the
circuit diagram (fig. 1) shows the coil of the relay in series
with the high tension feed to the bias oscillator coil. The
coil is energised by way of the contacts provided on the deck
" start" switch and a " record " push-button. The push-button
occupies the position to the left of the deck normally used
for the record/playback switch, and is convenient to the
"start" switch for one hand operation. On the relay becoming
H.T SUP PIT TO RECORD AMP
HT + LINE

Head Demagnetisation
The b:as oscillator shown is typ:cal of the type using an
EL84 valve, but of course the interlock feature described is
applicable to any type of bias oscillator provided it is connected in the high tension feed and provided the relay has
PUSH BUTTON.
MOULDED DESK COVER
I _ RETURN SPRING
BUSH S THIN NUTSINSULATING WASHER
^M|HTED OH HEAD OF

L J■

I CHANGEOVER CONTACTS
RECORO/PLAYBACK
HEAD

RELAY
COIL.

C5

BIAS OUTPUT

ERASE OUTPUT
.R4

T
■t"
INIERLOCK CIRCUIT | BIAS OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.

SPACERS

The Button
The " record" push-button can conveniently be made up
from salvaged relay contacts and insulating spacers as shown
in tig. 2, or alternatively a suitable push-button can be purchased.
A fairly strong return spring is advisable otherwise recording
may be started during playback, by casually touching the
push-button.
Components
Resistors
Condensers
i W
Cl. 4000 pF MICA
Rl. I0K
C2. 1000 pF MICA
R2. 330!'
! w
C3. 8 /if 350 volt. Electroyllic
R3. 47 K
1 w
C4. 0.01 /if
R4. 47 K
i W
C5. 0.1 /if
C6. Approx. 100 pF depending
on head and stray capacities

J
-XEL 84

DECK PLATE

RELAY
FIG. 2.
CONTACTS
Fig. 2 showing a .suitable arrangement of the push button, if this
is lo he home-made this may he purchased alternatively.
a suitable winding for the high tension current drawn from
the supply line. It was found necessary to connect a by-pass
condenser between the junction of the bias current high
tension feed point and the relay coil, as shown in the diagram.
Without the by-pass condenser, the oscillator may fail to
operate due lo the relay coil act ng as a very elTeclive decoupling clement. The high value of by-pass condenser used
(8 /iF) serves to decrease the oscillator output slowly to zero
on switching off. thereby avoiding the possibility of magnetising the head by switching trans en Is.

TO OUTPUT OF RECORD AMP
I TO INPUT OF PLAYBACK
, PRE-AMPLIFIER.

—

RECORD
PUSH BUTTON
HOLD IN CONTACT
SLIDE CONTACTS
ON START SWITCH

tact on to the output of the recording amplifier. If the deck
is fitted with a monitor head, the relay need only be provided with one hold-in contact.

FIG. I.

energised, the hold-in contact by-passes the " start" switch
and record push-button and mainta ns the circuit in operation.
Upon pressing the deck stop switch, the circuit is returned
lo the playback condition by means of a contact on the start
switch returning to the closed position and shorting out the
relay coil.
The record/replay head is normally connected to the input
of the replay pre-amplifier until the " record" push-button
and " start" switch are simultaneously depressed, whereupon,
the head output lead is switched by the relay changeover con-

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
78s & LPs from your own tapes
Master discs and pressings
Recording Studio equipped with Bechstein Grand
Mobile Recording Van —OR the Air" Sen ice
without
->iPraclisinp studios with ori on.
T: 17accomoanisi
rvrp iwso
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The Tandberg Series 6 is a'no-compromise' instrument
capable of delivering consistently fine'professional'quality
when used with comparable amplifier and speaker systems

Til II (I Ik;I'd stereo tape deck
i

\

3 Speeds

4 Tracks

3 Heads

Features include
Free-Standing or Build-in Teak Cabinet
Flawless Technical Specification
High and low level mixer inputs & cathode follower outputs
Two Recording and Two Playback Amplifiers
"On and Off the tape" monitoring
Sound-on-Sound Simultaneous record and playback

r*
/

RETAIL PRICE IIO gns
FROM SPECIALIST TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI DEALERS
Tandbery GB ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD
EDWARD STREET ■ TEMPLAR STREET • LEEDS 2
TELEPHONE: LEEDS 3-5111 (7 lines)

the FINEST TAPE RECORDERS
on

Model
Gns.
Philips 3515
32
Sagatone
... ...
38
Elizabethan Princess
39
Simon Minstrelie
39
Perth Saja
45
Wyndsor Victor
45
Electron
47 J
Magnafon
49
Spectone Ex Tape
49
£50
Grundig TK20 .'.V
52
Telefunken 75 with Mic
56
Perth Saja Deluxe
56
Brenell 3 Star
58
Veritone
58
Mobile ...
58
Ficord
59
Grundig TK25*
62
Telefunken Deck*
63
Korting Stereo*
68
Telefunken 4 track with Mic
68
Stuzzi-Magnette
69
Brenell MKV with Mic
69
Grundig TK 30*
72
Brenell M.V. with meter, Mic
74
Electron Stereo*
77
Telefunken 85KL*
79
Sabafon Automatic*
79
Harting Stereo*
86
89
Timbra*
... ... ...
Simon SP4*
95
Machines Marked * are excluding Microphone

INTEREST FREE TERMS ...

Write, Phone or Call today. You can buy by post with perfect confidence
Deposit from 20% 12 months to pay
I know how difficult it is to choose the Tape Recorder. That is why more and more people
come to the Royal Opera Arcade, because my advice, personal attention, and help are freely
given. Full demonstrations at any time and you can always examine and hear the latest and
most interesting machines. Remember—I am here to help you.
Laurence Dickinson.
Leaflets gladly sent if you are unable to call.
NEW! 4 Track Monaural Recorders
PHILIPS 59 gns.
TELEFUNKEN 64 gns.
4 Track STEREO/MONAURAL Recorders
PHILIPS
HARTING
KORTING
ELEKTRON
92 gns.
86 gns.
68 gns.
77 gns.
ACCESSORIES. We carry a wide range of microphones,
earphones, leads, telephone adaptors, etc., etc.
READ the all-in-one Tape Recorder Book,
SERVICING. We undertake Rapid and
12s. 6d. Packed with Information.
Efficient Servicing of all Tape Recorders.
TELEFUNKEN DA CAPO RADIO,
TAPES. Audio. Agfa, B.A.S.F., E.M.I.,
39 gns. Call and Hear this fine instrument.
GELOSO, Scotch Boy. Telefunken, etc.
Send for lists.
TELEFUNKEN TAPE DECK, 63 gns.
Use it with your Amplifier or with the
CAMERAS.
By Zeiss, Agfa, Eumig,
Telefunken Radio.
Voigtlander, etc. Send for lists.
•
m Mk ■■ m. m ■■ ■
■ The Royal Opera Arcade lies
Dickinsons of Pall Mall Ltd.
from Piccadilly Circus or
II ROYAL OPERA ARCADE, PALL MALL, S.W.I TRA 2881
Trofo/so/squore.)
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Readers9

Problems

4- and 2-Track Exchanges
Dear Sir:—I would like to know how an owner of a four-track
tape recorder can correspond with an owner of a two-track
machine.
Yours faithfully, G.K., Shelfield.
Recordings made on the two-track machine can he replayed
perfectly satisfactorily on the four-track recorder. The fact that
only a quarter of the tape width is being " scanned instead of
the half which was recorded, means nothing more serious than
a slight loss in volume.
Sending tapes in the reverse direction is a little more difficult,
however, since the two-track machine reproduces two of the
four tracks at any one lime, and while this is unimportant if
fully-erased or " virgin " tape war used for the recording, and
only tracks 1 and 4 recorded, it means that two programmes will
be heard together otherwise. The solution is for the four-track
owner to hulk erase the tapes before recording.
•
•
•
Dodging Microphony
Dear Sir:—1 have a tape recorder which gives quite good
reproduction from its own loudspeaker, except that the quality is
marred by slight rattles and glassy tinkles which seem to come
from the valves. In order to overcome this, I made an extension
loudspeaker by constructing a new lid for the recorder, incorporating a large (10-inch) high quality 3 ohm loudspeaker. I
expected very much better quality from this, but I am very
disappointed with the results. As you might expect, I have got
rid of the glassy tinkles, etc., but the reproduction from the
extension loudspeaker is rather harsh, with far too much " top ".
The fault is not in the recorder, which gives well balanced
reproduction from its own loudspeaker and through an external
amplifier.
The only cure as far as I can see, is to cut the extreme lop
of the extension loudspeaker. The tone controls on the recorder
arc hardly adequate for this purpose, so would it be possible to
connect a filter circuit to the extension loudspeaker itself which
would reduce the "lop "?
If so, I would be glad if you would give me details. Incidentally, I would appreciate it if you could suggest some cure for
the "glassy tinkles" as well, apart from wrapping the valves in
cotton wool!
Yours faithfully, D.C., Leeds.
It would he a fairly simple matter to wire a " lop cut" circuit
into the leads of the external loudspeaker, but a better approach
would probably he to refer your problem to the manufacturers
of your machine. It may be that they have adjusted the frequency
response of the p'ayback amplifier to suit the special characteristics of the built-in speaker, and they could advise on how to
modify it.
The " tinkling" you refer to are known as microphony, and
are due to the liny electrodes inside the valves being set into
mechanical vibration. The cure is one of the following:—fa)
a replacement valve, (/>) anti-vibration valve mounting, (c) antivibration mounting of the built-in loudspeaker, or (d) use of an
external loudspeaker, as you suggest.

my Bradmatic 5D deck for this purpose, being chiefly interested
in tho.e of 75-i/s speed.
As my play-back equipment for tape, disc, FM, TV-Sound and
mike is of the very first-class kind, with 3-way speaker set-ups
in each channel, and 30 walls output available, I should be
enabled to form a fairly accurate judgment on what the best
in i-track Play-back can give me.
With liradmal c's highest grade stacked Stereo head for
existing Stereo tapes, 1 do get very impressive results from the
EMI range of pre-recorded Stereo Tapes, but often wish for
a more extended high frequency response. This is because my
speaker system is fairly fiat from about 30 c/s to not far
from 20Kc/s
Please let us have a list of where I can apply for immediate
purchase of J-track, 7i i/s Pre-recorded Stereo Tapes so that
1 may begin my tests. Additionally, any sources or normal
l-track Stereo recorded mater al carrying a belter high frequency response than the EMI range will very much oblige.
Yours faithfully, C.T.. Kridgciid, (dam.
/'laying around with magnetic recording since 1926 must
make you one of our oldest tape enthusiasts end we congratulate you on continuing to he interested in tips latest development.
Messrs. Tele-Tape of 59c, Edgwarc Road, London. W.2.
now issue a catalogue of pre-recorded tapes which they can
supply, and this includes EMI, Saga, Bi-tapes, Music on
Tape. Tutor, V iso pit on and Fairy Tapes. The catalogue is
available al 2 / 6d„ this amount being refundable on the [purchasing of tapes.
•
•
•
Variable Speed Replay
Dear Sirs: Could you put me in touch with a lightweight,
variable speed, simple playback tape, machine. 1 make my
recordings on a Vortexion, which I wish to playback on a
small lightweight machine which could easily be carried, and,
sometimes fed into another amplifier.
The playback machine must, however, be capable of slight
variable speed, controlled at say from 3 to 5 i/s, or something
similar, for the purposes I have in mind. 1 doubt very much
whether there is a commercial machine that will serve my
purposes, so do you think perhaps any reader could advise
me how to make such a piece of equipment? The old type
of Reflectograph, though ideal, is, unfortunately far loo heavy.—
Yours faithfully, W.B., Lcwisham, S.E.13.
We do not know of a tape machine that meets your specification exactly, hut it may be that readers will come to the rescue.
We would, however, draw your attention to the series of articles,
which have just commenced, by Mr. A. Tutchings, in which he
describes a most versatile clock-work driven machine. Although
the machine, as described, is primarily for the collecting of
sounds in the field, no doubt it would be a fairly simple matter
to base a variable speed playback unit on it.
•
•
•
Loudspeaker Flex
Dear Sirs: I have seen nothing in print to indicate the correct
cable to use to connect loudspeakers to amplifiers. The only
clue I have is the extension speaker socket of my Brenell Mk V
recorder which indicates the use of coaxial cable. I am therefore using coaxial cable of the type used for television aerials.
Will you please advise me whether I am using the correct
type and also tell me the effects of using an unsuitable cable.
Your advice will be greatly appreciated.
Yours faithfully, C.L.D., Challiam, Kent.
It is not necessary—indeed it is not recommended—to employ
expensive coaxial cable to connect amplifiers to loudspeakers.
Up to distances in the region of 20 ft. light gauge twin flex is
ideal, while for greater distances it would be better to use
thicker cable, e.g. 23/.0076.

Tape Records
Dear Sirs: As a reader of The Tape Recorder since its No.
I issue, may I congratulate you on the fine job of work done
in selling forth such an excellent journal.
I myself have been playing around with magnetic recording
since as long ago as 1926. when 1 actually made up and
operated a crude and wonderful contraption using fine gauge
piano wire and no bias! Dur ng those far off days, what a
help it would have been to be able to write for help and
co-operation from a paper such as yours is today.
At the moment, I am very interested to read in your
"Editorial" for this month, your comments on J-lrack stereo
tapes with recorded material on them. I am preparing to
evaluate these myself, and 1 am fitting a i-track head on to
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THE 4-TRACK
TUTORETTE
3J" p.s. nearly 3 watts output, excellent
quality. (It is not a musical box!!)
Price il gnS.

TO

NONE

<S>

TUTOR DE LUXE
complete with tape and
microphone 5-7 watts output, 11-", 3|" and 7}" speed
now only 52 gns.

Learn a language this winter with Tutor-Tape
Full elementary and advanced language courses on tape including handbook published by D. C. Heath, U.S.A.
Elementary: FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN. SPANISH £3 3s. Od.
New Elementary: RUSSIAN £3 17s. fid.
Comprehensive: LANGUAGE COURSES (2 hr. recording) £6 6s. Od.
Write NOW for complete FREE DETAILS to
TUTOR TAPE COMPANY, 32, ORKNEY STREET, LONDON, S.W.I I Telephone: MACauley 3999

HIGH

QUALITY

TAPE

RECORDER

SPECIALISTS!

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED AGENTS FOR:
BEST

PART
*
*
*

EXCHANGE
ALLOWANCE
MONO RECORDERS
45 gns.
Verdik
Geloso
26 gns.
Kurland Hi-Fi ...
56 gns.
Brenell 3 Star ...
58 gns.
Wyndsor Victor
45 gns.
Walter De Luxe
42 gns.
Walter 505
57 gns.
Telofunkcn 75 KL-15
52 gns.
Telefunken 85 KL
79 gns.
Grundig TK 20
42 gns.
Grundig TK 24
55 gns.
67 gns.
Grundig TK 30
Specto 161
49 gns.
Wyndsor 4 Track
49 gns.
Robuk RK3
36 gns.
Reps R30
66 gns.
56 gns.
Reps RIO
THE

BEST

FERROGRAPH
SIMON
REPS
VORTEXION

★
*
★
*

AMPEX
REFLECTOGRAPH
GRUNDIG
BRENELL
WYNDSOR

YOUR PRESENT TAPE
Verltonc Venus
66 gns.
Philips
38 gns.
Philips EL 3542
59 gns.
Simon Minstrelle
39 gns.
Simon SP4
95 gns.
Saba Hi-Fi
79 gns.
Sound Prince ...
34 gns.
Sound Prince 4-Track .. 37 gns.
Sound Studio
42 gns.
Sound Studio 4-T rack .. 45 gns.
Fidelity Argyll
29 gns.
Vortexion WVA
89 gns.
Ferrograph 4 AN
81 gns.
Ferrograph 4 SN
88 gns.
STEREO
Korting
68 gns.
Philips EL3536
92 gns.
TERMS

NO

RECORDER—HI - F
EQUIPMENT, etc.
Tandbcrg 6
no gns.
Grundig, Etc.
Harting HM8
86 gns.
Brenell Mk
92 gns.
TAPES
Ferrograph 808
105 Ins.
B.A.S.F.
Audiotape
TRANSISTOR—BATTERY
Irish Tape
Grundig Cub ...
26 gns.
E.M.I.
Clarion ...
25 gns.
Ferrograph
Fi-Cord
59 gns.
Grundig
Butoba
69 gns.
Minivox ...
37 gns.
PRE-RECORDED TAPES
Steelman
55 gns.
ACCESSORIES
TUNERS
MICROPHONES
AMPLIFIERS
Reslo
SPEAKERS
Lustraphone
PICK-UPS
Cadenza
MOTORS
A.K.G.
CONVERTERS
20% Deposit
18—24 Months
Balance 12 months | Terms Available
INTEREST

FREE SERVICING—FREE DELIVERY—FREE TAPE OFFERS—ISO MACHINES ON DISPLAY—OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT WILL
DEAL WITH YOUR ENQUIRY BY RETURN. WRITE—PHONE—CALL FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR MACHINE. A LARGE SELECTION
OF USED TAPE RECORDERS.
TELEPHONE: BALHAM 77.0
EAR LS FIELD
REW

LTD. 266 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I7
100 yards from Tooting Broadway underground station: Opposite Tooting Market
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Practical suggestions for the tape handyman.

measurement that can be made will include any audio current
that may be present, but if note is taken of readings only when
no audio signal is present, this need not be a problem. If
desired, erase current can be metered in a similar manner, and
as the major part of the output of the bias oscillator is used
for erasing, it is worth while including the additional circuitry
since this reading will, at least, give a good idea of the state
of health of the oscillator.
It should be understood that, although we are metering the
audio current in the record head, this circuitry cannot be
considered as replacing the normal modulation indicator, usually
a magic eye. This will be found to be a better device for

No. 19 - MEASURING THE BIAS
""pHE beginning of a New Year, apart from providing an
opportunity for sending Good Wishes to all my readers, is
traditionally a time for good resolutions. As I invariably find
it impossible to keep any I may make, I shall take the easy
way out and confine myself to a reassessment of the purpose of
this column and outlining my plan for the coming year.
When this column started it was my intention to use it as a
clearing house for practical hints and tips on the use of tape
recorders. The idea was to help the amateur owner with a
typical commercial machine to get the best out of it. In consequence I dealt with such factors as correct head alignment,
using the magic eye properly, care and maintenance, and so
on. It soon became apparent though, from the letters received
by the Editor, that a lot of you were not, as I had supposed,
content with leaving the " insides " strictly alone. If modification
would result in improved performance, you were keen to try,
indeed, in one or two instances we were expected to tell you
how to make a silk purse out of the proverbial sow's ear!

' 10 KA
auuiu v/
BIAS O
ERASE O

FIG I

R/PHEAD

I

47a
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,— ECC 81
f 12 AT 7

—s
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FIG. 2,

keeping a check on the rapidly fluctuating level of a normal
recording signals.
Fig. I shows the sort of additional circuitry to be added to
the T.R, using wiring as short as is reasonably possible. The
signal obtained is rectified and smoothed immediately and can
then be safely taken any distance for indication. The idea is
to obtain about I VDC for full scale on the indicator and so
the resistors shown starred, which do the actual measuring, will
depend upon the current to be measured. It should not be
forgotten that the DC voltage will equal the peak AC (i.e.
1.414 X R.M.S.). The values given on the diagram should be
suitable for scalings of approximately 150 microamps audio
and 1.5 milliamps bias. Erase current metering would mean a
similar network in the earthy side of the erase head, and in this
instance the resistor would probably be about 50 ohms for
F.S.D. of 30 milliamps.
D.C. valve voltmeter
So far we have produced three DC voltages, each of about
I V maximum, which represent the three quantities we wish to
measure, and which can be passed as required to a meter through
a simple switch. The circuit for the DC Valve Voltmeter
required is given in fig. 2. With this type of circuit the calibration of the meter should be reasonably linear, thus avoiding
the drawing of a special scale. The circuit should be fairly
easy to understand, the 1 Megohm potentiometer is used to
adjust the calibration, while the 5 Kilohm is for setting zero
with no input. Any meter, from i to 5 mA full scale, can be
used with adjustment of the value of the Starred resistor as
found necessary. I suggest that you calibrate with a dry
battery, using a simple potential divider of two resistors to
produce a voltage of the right order.
With the more sensitive values of meter it would be possible
to work at lower than 1 V full scale, with corresponding
reduction of the metering resistor in fig. 1. This should not
be taken too far, however, since at very low levels the rectifiers,
which should be of the germanium or silicone type, are no
longer linear, but follow a square law.
Later in the series I shall return to this question of bias
measurement, and examine the sort of changes in performance
that should accompany a change of bias.

BIAS
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Modifying existing recorders
If one considers the vast number of tape recorder models on
the market, with a wide range of performance capabilities, and
remember how many of them use the same tape deck, this is
perhaps not as impossible as it would seem at first sight. The
thing to remember is that a 30-guinea machine cannot be
modified to give the performance of one twice the price. The
deck may be the same, but the amplifier would have to be
virtually rebuilt from scratch, which is, surely, the other end
of the scale.
Somewhere between must be your particular interest, dictated
largely by the facilities you have for practical work, and the
knowledge and experience you already possess. But it will
obviously not be possible to give specific help on the more
ambitious ideas. I shall have to content myself with pointing
to the broader issue, dealing rather more with what should
be done than exactly how to do it. In this way I hope to be

220K

.by A. Bartlett Still

I

able to cover a wider range of the problems you put to us and
still deal with the simpler, yet equally important, hints and tips.
One or two readers have realised that, without extensive
modification to amplifiers, improvement in performance may
be obtained by giving attention to the recording bias, and they
have asked how they can go about measuring the bias current
and the audio current through the record head. In fact, with
the head feed arrangement used on nearly all domestic tape
recorders, it is not possible to isolate the two currents. This
can be got over by measuring, in effect, the audio voltage
applied to the head network and assuming that this is the
constant current device that it is supposed to be. The meter
can then be read as current. In the case of bias, the only
605
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PART TWO-ASSEMBLING THE AMPLIFIER AND OSCILLATOR

Sensitivity
A peak input of I millivolt delivers an output of 2 volts R.M.S.
and with an 1IT voltage of 18 volts the overload of T2 occurs for an
output of 3 volts R.M.S. R5 has a much higher impedance than
the head, so that a constant current is passed through the head
windings for a constant input voltage regardless of any change

of head impedance with frequency. The signal current through
the head is 0.05 mA for 0.25 mV microphone input, and 0.2 mA
for 1 mV input. Prc-emphasis of the high audio frequencies is
obtained by resonating the head inductance with the bias feed
condenser C5 which is returned to the earthy end of the head
via part of LI and the decoupling condenser C8; this gives a 6dB
rise in head current at 7.5 Kc/s relative to the low frequency
current.
Oscillator
The oscillator uses a low loss ferrite pot core (winding details
will be given later) which is tuned by C7 to a frequency of
approximately 40 Kc/s. The HF voltage across the tuned circuit
is 25 volts, but, as the coil tap is one third from the emitter end,
a voltage of 15 volts R.M.S. is available at the base end of the
winding, and this is fed via C5 to bias the head. The HF voltage
across the head is 15 volts and the bias current I mA. The 10K
constant current resistor R5 prevents this voltage from being
shunted away by the relatively low impedance of the amplifier
output transistor. A bypass condenser C4 drops the bias voltage
at the output of the amplifier to a safe level without cutting the
high note response of the recording amplifier to any appreciable
extent.
Conslruclion
As the transistor circuits arc all low impedance, an open breadboard construction may be used with little risk of hum pick up,
and, with the physical layout of the components matching the
circuit diagram, there is less chance of wiring mistakes. Plug-in
transistors are used to avoid possible damage due to soldering
directly to the sensitive transistor leads; the transistors should be
removed from their sockets while the breadboard is being wired,
i in, no. 4 wood screws arc used to secure all components to
the board and to act as anchorage points for the earth and HT
busbars. The polarity of the 25 mfd coupling condensers is very
important and is plainly marked on the circuit diagram; the
photograph also indicates the positive and negative ends. The
transistors arc all of the same type and should be interchangeable,
but there arc inevitably small differences in gain and noise, and
Tl should be chosen for the lowest noise on playback, and T3
for the highest bias voltage and lowest recorded noise. Fig. 2
shows the transistor connections at the three pin sockets.

Close-up of the oscillator stage showing coiling of wire ends.

The Oscillator Coil
The oscillator coil kit consists of six parts: a length of 36
S.W.G. wire, a tubular plastic coil former threaded on the
inside, two threaded ferrite plug cores, and two fertile cup cores.
The plug cores are screwed into the former so that they just
touch at the centre. One hundred turns are next wound on the
centre half inch of the former in a fairly even layer and a loop
brought out adjacent to the starling point to act as the tap on
the coil. A further 200 turns arc now wound on the former in
the same direction as the first 100 turns. The winding should be
piled slightly near the centre so that it is self supporting, but
the overall diameter of the winding should not exceed the inside
diameter of the cup cores. The end of the winding should be
brought out at the opposite end of the former to the start and
lap leads.
Finally, the cup cores are s'id over the wire ends and the ends
of the former so that the lips of the cups touch at the centre.
Pressure should be applied to the ends to maintain good contact
whilst the junction is bound with Sellotape to secure. Note that

"PIG. I. shows the circuit of the transistor amplifier to be used
*- with the tape transport mechanism described in Part I of this
series. It will be seen that a straightforward two stage transistor
audio amplifier is used to raise the output from the microphone
to a level suitable for feeding the record head, and that a further
transistor is used as a Hartley type oscillator to feed the necessary
HF bias to the head.
Amplifier
The voltage available from a good quality moving coil microphone of 600 ohms impedance is about 0.25 millivolts for a
sound pressure of one bar. One bar corresponds to normal
conversational voice level at a distance of about six inches. Loud
sounds quite c'osc to the microphone may produce peak input
levels up to one millivolt.
The gain of T1 unloaded would be better than one hundred
limes, but the 2K input impedance of T2 drops the gain to about
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Circuit of the two stage amplifier, and the oscillator.
thirty times, giving a mean signal to the input of T2 of about
7.5 millivolts. T2 is also loaded by R5 and the head so that its
gain is also reduced to about seventy times, and the overall gain
is 2,000. Therefore normal speech at the microphone produces
an output signal of 500 millivolts or 0.5 volt.
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Using a bread board cons/ruction—al least in
the experimenlcl stages—helps to avoid wiring
mistakes, since the layout follows the circuit
diagram so closely.
the wire ends arc brought out through the end holes in the cups
which are large enough to accommodate both the former and the
wire. Any effort to bring out the wires at the centre will prevent
the cores making intimate contact, and the inductance of the coil
will be low so that the bias frequency is raised above 40 Kc/s.
The plastic strap is used to secure the oscillator coil to the breadboard; the start and tap loop should be on the right, near the end
of the breadboard, and the end lead to the left, as shown in the
close up photograph of the oscillator layout. It will be seen that
the tuning condenser C7 is secured by being placed under me cod
as it is screwed down. The wire ends and the tap should be
coiled slightly so that they arc not under tension and will not be
broken by any small movement of the components.
Testing
The two-stage amplifier can be checked by connecting the head to
the input socket and playing a recorded tape; it should be possible
to vary the speed of the motor so that any part of a reel of either
71 i/s or 31 i/s recording can be heard al nearly proper speed.
The output socket should be connected to the P.U. socket of any

oscillator transistor T3 should be reinserted into its socket after
carefully checking the polarity of the HT battery. Reversed HT
will not harm the amplifier transistors unless left on for a long
lime, as they are protected by the I OK emitter load resistors,
but the reaction of T3 will be immediate and spectacular; it will
die instantly, probably with a loud bang! Recording level and
quality should improve as the HT voltage is raised. Optimum
bias should be obtained with a battery voltage of 18 volts, but
with some heads or tapes 12 to 15 volts will suffice. If the
quality and level is still improving at 18 volts, and removing T3
makes a big difference in quality and recorded level, then low bias
is indicated and T3 should be interchanged with one of the other
transistors to sec if it is responsible. If there is still no improvement, the bias resistor of the oscillator R6 should be shunted with
another 100K resistor, alternatively C5 may be shunted with a
larger condenser up to 500 pf. If these remedies fail, or if removing
T3 makes no difference in level or quality, the oscillator coil
connections should be carefully checked and the coil rewound if
necessary as the fault may be a single shorted turn. For lest purposes DC bias may be applied by connecting a 50 to 100K resistor
from the junction point of R5 and C5 to HT negative, i.e. to the
top busbar. With bulk erased, or HF erased tape, the quality and
level will be inferior to full HF bias, but it will check that all is
well up to this point.
Cliccking the Record Amplifier
If the two-stage record amplifier is suspect, then a signal from
the low impedance Ext. LS. terminals of any radio set may be
connected across C3, with T2 removed, and a further recording
lest made. If this recording is O.K. it indicates that the bias
oscillator is functioning, and that the fault must be in the amplifier
stages. Check emitter and base resistances carefully and see that
the polarity of the coupling condensers is correct. C8 may be
removed from across the HT supply, and used to replace each
condenser in turn. When the amplifier and oscillator is working
properly it may be found that connecting C8 has no audible effect.
BASE,
COtlECTOR
p COLLECTOR

A
Winding the coil is not difficult and involves a pair of cup
cores (lop left), a plastic former containing ferrile plugs (lop
right) and a length of 36 s.w.g. wire.
radio set or amplifier, or to the Radio socket of a recorder which
allows monitoring whilst recording. Playback quality will be
lacking in bass response and extreme lop response, as it is at
present uncqualised; in addition there may be some azimuth
misalignment between the original recording head and the new
kit head. It is not worth making any azimuth adjustment al this
stage, as later recordings will be done on the new head. For
all playback tests the oscillator transistor T3 should bo removed
from its socket. The amplifier should work satisfactorily with
battery voltages ranging from 4.5 to 18 volts. The gain should be
roughly proportional to the HT voltage.
The Bias Oscillator
The bias oscillator can best be tested by a recording test. The
microphone-headphone unit should be plugged into the input
socket, and the record-play head into the output socket. The

rvn
FIG 2
EMITTER TOP VIEW OF SOCKET.
OEMITTER
This is quite in order as it only decouples the battery and prevents
the internal resistance of the battery from affecting the bias and
amplifier gain as the batteries run down.
In Part 3 we shall discuss switching for record, play, and playback
equalisation circuits.
List of Comiionenls (sec fig. I)
C„ Cj, G + Cs
25 MFD
25v WKG
C4
0.003 MFD
Ceramic
C5
0.01 MFD
Ceramic
C6
150 PF
Silvered Mica
C7
5000 PF
Silvered Mica
R„ Ra + Rs
100 K
i Watt
Rr, R. + Rs
10 K
i Watt
LI
5 Mh
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MUSIC

FOR

FILMS

After a preliminary " sorting out" session, you should be in a position to decide the moods of the
various (ilmcd sequences, and choose appropriate music. By way of example, we show six stills which
would call for (1) gay "on the move" music, (2) continental "vista", (3) scenic or seaside atmosphere.
(4) eerie or mysterious effect, (5) romantic moonlight, (6) happy signature music such as was used at the
beginning. Non-copyright discs which convey these changing moods very well are listed in the table on
the opposite page.
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The well-equipped Mixing Room in
the technical services section of the G.B.
Film Lib. ary has a pair of Garrard 301
1-speed transcription turn tables, a 4channel mixer, and an intercom system
into the studio.

V
The film gives an account of the journey down by car, the
arrival at the hotel and a tour of the town, the beach and
water ski-ing, some underwater scenes perhaps, a battle of
llowers, the night life, and then the departure.
Having timed the sequences, studied the catalogues, and
decided on the right atmosphere you need for each scene, your
final choice of background mood music may be something
like the table at the fool of this column (pictures on page 608).
All discs in the above list from Boosey and Hawkes, 295
Regent Street. W.I. The cost for each disc is 7s. 6d. for 10 in.
and 9s. 9d. for 12 in. (inc. P.T.).
Now. having chosen your discs, transfer them to tape in their
correct order and liming via your own particular apparatus
for synchronisation, making sure that each one is faded out or
mixed on to the next one so that there is no unpleasant jar
or interruption. For playing back against the film remember
to place your extension speaker either above the screen or
below it but never behind. The sides of the screen can be used
providing you have two speakers, one on each side.
Other mood music publishers are: E.M.I. Ltd., 363 Oxford
Street. W.l, Francis Day and Hunter, 138 Charing Cross Road,
W.C.2. Paxlon and Co., 36 Dean Street, W.l. Each of these libraries
carries a full range of sound effects and special title music.

I WOULD say that the major part of the many thousands of
amateur films shot in each year are holiday films, and that
of these only a very small percentage ever reach the outside
public, or are entered for competitions.
This is mainly because the authors of most holiday films
regard movie-making as a part of the holiday itself, and the
product rather as a handy set of transparencies joined together
in one long convenient piece. These authors, who would
scream at the thought of sitting through a commercial production, with no sound track, rarely turn a hair when presenting
their own film for which the only accompaniment is the whirr
of the projector.
With a little effort, the film, which after all was quite
expensive to roll off in the first place, could become a small
work of art, and indeed more of a pleasure for its audiences,
by the addition of a music track: and if well done—a potential
competition winner.
The easiest way out, and this is better than nothing at all
for home viewing, is to choose music from your own collection
that suits the mood of the film, but it will hardly do for a
film with changing atmospheres and carries with it, also, the
danger that the audience may be distracted because it contains
a strong meaning of its own.
it is also an infringement of copyright to dub or re-record
ordinary commercial discs on to tape or to play them in public.
The answer is to use the special mood music and sound
effects discs issued by the various libraries of the music
publishing houses. Most publishers catalogue their music under
differing moods, and, at the same time, give the duration of
the piece in minutes and seconds. It is therefore quite easy
to select some suitable background music for each visual
sequence. Here are a few headings taken from various
catalogues:—Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Love, Mystery, Night,
Period. Sacred, Regional, and Travelogue.
The discs are normal 78 r.D.m. and arc available for amateur
use providing that the copyright is observed when they are
re-recorded for public presentation, and are sold for this express
purpose on extra payment of a copyright fee. Special concession
rates at a nominal figure are available to amateurs on application
to the Institute of Amateur Cinematographers, 8 West Street,
Epsom, Surrey. The reason for 78 r.p.m.'s is that it is more
convenient to select a groove on this type of disc than on the
EP or LP which has perhaps three times more grooves to the
inch.
Riviera Holiday
Let us now consider that you have spent your holiday on
the French Riviera and that you have filmed various amusing
and pleasing incidents that you have placed in logical sequence.

Music Plus Commentary
A film is primarily a visual medium, and the pictures should
to a large extent explain themselves, but there are times when
a commentary is necessary to bring out hidden points not
evident in the picture, to form some continuity between scenes,
or to add a new dimension of its own as in "Only a Mirage",
a national competition winner four years ago.
In "Only a Mirage", made by Jim Haynes of Cork, Ireland,
Disc Title
"Tour de France"

No.
O 2349

Timing
2-22 min.

"Cafe Bon Accucil".
"Mediterranean
Breeze".
"Below Sea Level"
"Bright Lights"
changing to—
"Love and
Moonbeams".
Repeat
or
part
of
"Tour
de France"
Departure & End
tille.

O 2303

2-22 min.

O 2299
O 2354
OT 2212

2-55 min.
3-52 min.
0-32 min.

OT 2312

411 min.

Sequence
Titles and the trip
down.
Arrival and glimpse
of town.
The Beach & Watcrski-ing.
Underwater
Night Life ...
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Mood
Novelty, gay and
happy car sequence.
Descriptive Continental background.
Scenic waters
Drama—eeriesuspense —relief.
Romance and
Moonlit waters.

insist on Mastertape
--

MASTERTAPE IS PRECISION TESTED FOR PERFECTION
mediaeval mummers and
big bass
8(4,4 s drummers ,

mss Mastertape is now available

GRADES AND
fDi

GIZCS
3'
ar
4*
5'
51"
7'
si'

/

TGET
ISO
250
300
600
850
1200
1750

STANDARD
TH7 PRICK
56
16.M
26 ..
90
32 ..
10 0
1 00
1..30- .. 1 7 6
2.. 8 .. 1 15 0
3.. 6 .. 2 10 0

pkitt
225
350
450
850
12C0
18C0
2400

7 SPOOL SIZES

LONG PLAY
OIZCS FFCTDOUBLE PLAY
i.l .'T. • price
i PRICE
24 m
8 C 3* 3C0 32.' 10 6
37 ..
11 0 5' 1200 2m 8 .. 2 5 0
14 6 Si* 1700 3.. 0 .. 2 17 6
48 ..
1M 30 M 1 8 0 7* 2400 4.. 16 .. 4 0 0
2.. 8 .. 1 15 0
SUPCRGRADE
3..12 .. 2 10 0
4..16 .. 3 10 0 7' 1200 2M 8.« 2 18 6

MSS RECORDING COMPANY LIMITED
*25)mss Mastertape
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Details of any model sent on request from
SOUTH WEST LONDON'S HI-FI CENTRE
DEPT.
T.R.

85, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, S.W.I 9. CHEmywood 4393
45,
Also
37,
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RECORDED

HARE STREET, WOOLWICH, S.E.I8. WOOIwich I95S.
43, MITCHAM ROAD, TOOTING, S.W.I 7.
BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 8858.
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&
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TAPES,

TAPE COPYING
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& TAPE-TO-DISC

SERVICE

There are quite a number of transfer studios to choose from,
but the facilities offered by the G.B. Film Library at Perivale
make optical tracks more attractive cost-wise to the amateur
than any lime in the past. A master reversal positive optical
track with high quality from your original tape will cost only
4id. per fool.
Facilities Provided
For £7 10s. an hour, and this is about the cheapest there is
in London today, G.B. provide commentary and post synch
recording facilities using sprocketed tape run in locked synch
with a projector. The studio can also be used for mixing
separate tapes on to a final master magnetic track for transfer
to optical. Double heading can be arranged—i.e. running both
visual and sound together on the same projector in perfect

SOUND AND CINE—(continued)
the various sights of the countryside in Autumn, music background, and carefully chosen verses from some of the English
romantic poets, arc designed to conjure up an impression of
the prevailing mood of the season, a solitary communing with
nature and a philosophic reflection on the departure of summer.
The sound track of this film is extremely well organised. The
title music fades out when a girl's voice begins reciting verses
from Chatlerlon—" When Autumn, sere and sunburnt, doth
appear; with his gold hand gilding the falling leaf . . . ". Her
short sequence ends with the reflection: " Melhinks my heart's
delight is mingled with some care", and new music is introduced to set the mood for all that follows—a parade of October;
yellow, brown and russet leaves, the berries and the nuts, the
the fruits, the mushrooms and toadstools, the flowers, the birds,
the insects. Interruption of this music is provided by some
further lines of poetry appropriate to the woods and streams
by which we linger awhile.
Adding the Commentary
The addition of a commentary, as described above, is not
difficult. The first step is to run the film at normal projection
speed and time each sequence with a stop watch. From this
list draft your commentary by writing down all relevant facts
and information that you think is necessary, bearing in mind
that spoken word speed is about three words to the second.
Try to keep an ideal proportion of two thirds talking to one
third music, so time your music in as you go.
Having roughly drafted the commentary, you must now re-run
the film and speak your commentary aloud against the visuals.
You may find from this that you will have had to speed up
now and again to get all your words in, so parts of your commentary will have to be redrafted. It is always best, if you can,
to listen closely to your own voice on tape going through the
script, so that you can change or eliminate all awkward sounds
that you may have trouble with. Some people cannot manage
sibilants very well or d and t or ing endings. It is useful, too,
to mark all pauses and stops for breath on the script so that you
attain a level delivery.

The Bell and Howell
Filinosonnd range of
I bin in. projectors, including the model
640 illustrated, are
completely self-contained, having builtin quality sound
amplifiers for coupling to single loudspeakers or large
Public Address
systems.

i

synch. G.B. have their own library of music and effects to
choose from, they will edit your track to picture for £2 10s.
an hour, and transfer from tape to 16 mm mag stripe for 2d.
per foot. Note—they are only equipped to handle tape speeds
7J and 15 i/s.
A New Lip Synch Recorder for 16 nun
Great claims are being made for the " Nomad " (Magnasync
Corp of America) which is now available in this country.
Weighing only seven pounds, it is fitted under the camera to
which it is locked by a flexible cable. The camera drives the
recorder at the same speed and for short sequences the spring
wound motor is said to be sufficient. For long sequences, both
may be driven by a small standard battery operated camera
motor.
Split 16 mm sprocketed magnetic film in lengths exactly
matching the picture film is normally 100 feet, but adapters
permit use of 400 and 1,200 foot reels.

Final Recording
Now, having carefully timed your music into the script and
decided on the best method in the scope of your apparatus of
mixing the two (whether superimposing or mixing both at the
same time), you are ready for the final recording.
For this you will want to cut out all extraneous noise,
especially that from the projector, so try to fix up some sort
of sound booth. A serving hatch into the dining room is very
handy, more so if you can blank off with a piece of glass and
project from the other side.
A final word before you start—if you write your commentary
on still paper or card and slide each sheet across instead of
turning over you will eliminate all rustle—and if you are
running commentary without music be careful that the re-appearance of your voice after a silence is not harsh or abrupt, for
anything in the nature of a surprise, if not deliberate, is bad
technique. Having settled all these points, switch on your
apparatus, take a deep breath, and go man go.

FOR

Optical Recording
Obviously, the advanced Sound and Cine man with the mag
stripe projector will have the edge when it comes to recording
sessions but, although it is now usual to use magnetic stripe
in the preparation of sound films, most 16 mm projectors arc
still only designed for the reproduction of photographic soundtracks. Therefore, in terms of wide distribution, a final optical
track is desirable, although it is in many cases inferior to stripe
for music reproduction. Optical is also cheaper when several
copies arc required. The chosen procedure is to make all initial
recordings on tape or coated film by projecting the film from a
soundbooth while mixing music, commentary and elTcels in
synch on to a master tape. The tape is then transferred to an
optical track by one of the recording studios.

THE FIRST TIME IN THIS COUNTRY

THE WORLD'S FAIRY TALES
DRAMATIZED ON TAPE
Told by MELANIE SCOTT
Complete Set of 4 Reels containing 16 different stories
Price: 29/6 par 5" Reel of Four Stories
Postage, 1/6 per tape
From: H. B. TRADING CO.
60-66 Wardour Street, London, S.W.I
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This

is

the

tape

YOU

need

No matter what you want to record ... no matter which
tape recorder you use ... for results that do complete
justice to the original sounds, use Philips Tapes. Why are
they so outstanding? Just look at these advantages:
Great sensitivity and wide frequency range.
Low noise level and unvarying high quality.
Strong pvc base—resistant to stretch or snapping.
Powerful adhesion of magnetic coating.
Available in 3", 4", 5", 5J" and 7' reel sizes: the last three sizes
are packed in durable books designed for convenient storage and
quick reference. Philips Tapes are made in three types: standard,
long-play, and double-play.
Look for

Sv ' 3;

PHILIPS TAPES
in the new handy dispenser
PHILIPS TAPES ARE A PRODUCT OF
PHI LI PS-the friend of the family

Marriages

of

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD • CENTURY HOUSE
SHAFIESBURY AVENUE - LONDON • WC2
(PR3600A)

convenience

arranged!

We are experts in the bringing
together of slide and tape

, t ^ —-

-JT

a

Our self-conta:ned Slide Projector Department
embraces all the good projectors, and a wide
selection of tape recorders; our experts enjoy
demonstrating them, separately or wedded with
synchronising units.

Wallace

Heaton

are

experts

— in slide projection with sound
as in every other field of photography
Wallace Heaton Ltd., 127 New Bond Street, London, W.I
MAYfair 7511

(19 lines)
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
SUPPLIERS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

SLIDE
A

Palerson

PROJECTORS

SURVEY

OF

CURRENT

TYPES

' | 'HE main things to consider, when buying a still projector,
J- are indicated in the accompanying Table. Firstly, if you
propose to show 35 mm slides, or the If in. X 1 j in. size
which also fits the 2 in. X 2 in. mounts, then the popular 2 in.
square type is right. For 2J in. square camera owners, e.g.
Rollei—there is a narrower choice of projectors, but they can
be obtained from most photographic/tape dealers, and of course
the Rollei projector, for example, copes with either size of
slide mount and will mix or " permutate " at will.
Next you should consider the lamp power. We would say
that for family viewing 200 watts is adequate, though there is
{continued overleaf)

Rollei Aulomalic

TABLE OF PROJECTORS
Manufacturer

\'oilliiiuler /.euuinal

Vnrinwl

sq
JI
2-sq.-

150 w.
150 w. or 300 w.

Price
£ s. d.
13 15 6
44 5 0

Gnome Photographic Products. Alphax 1
Ltd.
Alphax 111
Cacrphilly Road. Cardiff.
Litcmaslcr
Gnome New
Companion
Hanlmcx (U.K.) Ltd.
Argus 200
345 City Road.
Argus 500
London. E.C.I.
Han-O-Matic 500

2-sq.
2' sq.
2- sq.
2-sq.

150 w.
300 w. or 500 w.
300 w. or 500 w.
150 w.

8
16
24
14

2'sq.
2" sq.
2' sq.

200 w.
500 w.
500 w.

13 13 0
19 19 0
25 10 0

R. F. Hunter Ltd.
Calfix House.
51-53 Grays Inn Road,
London. W.C.I.
Johnsons of Hendon Ltd.
Hcndon Way. Hendon,
London. N.W.I 1.

Paterson
Rollei

2' sq.
21' sq.

150 w.
300 w. or 500 w.

II 19 6
75 0 0
approx.

Voill&nder Perkeo
Johnson Wray
Aulolux 300
Voitldndcr
Zettomat

2'sq.
2' sq.
2'sq.

150 w.
300 w.
300 w.

19 0 0
21 0 0
43 15 0

Kodaslide 40
Kodaslidc 5
Kodaslide Home
Projector
Prado 150
Pradovit

2' sq.
2'sq.
2-sq.
2' sq.
2' sq.

150 w.
250 w.
150 w.
150 w.
150 w. to 500 w.

12
26
9
19
59

17
9
10
7
5

6
0
0
6
6

Noris Companion
Norimat
Noris Airflow 66
Aldis 303
Aldis Automatic

2-sq.
2" sq.
21" sq.
2-sq.
2-sq.

150 w.
150 w.
300 w.
300 w.
500 w.

10
17
29
19
37

10
17
19
19
17

0
0
6
0
6

Aldislite
Ikomai Aulomalic

2-sq.
2-sq.

100 w.
300 w. or 500 w.

9 18 6
52 10 0

Paximat S Electric
Paximat Portable
Realist 400
Bell & llowcll
Hi-Lytc 707

2-sq.
2" sq.
2" sq.

300 w.
200 w.
150 w.

34 18 6
19 19 0
9 19 6

2-sq.

300 w.

16 17 6

Halina 150
Licsegang Fantax
Auto 500
Licsegang Fanti
Fanti-Automat

2" sq.
2-sq.
rsq.
2'sq.

150 w.
500 w.
150 w.
150 w.

8
57
16
30

Spccto Colorslidc
150
Spccto Colorslidc
300

2-sq.
2-sq.

150 w.
300 w.

9 19 6
16 19 6

Agfa Lid.
27 Regent Street.
London. S.W.I

Kodak Ltd.
Kingswav. London.
Lcitz (Instruments) Ltd.
30 Mortimer Street,
London. W.l.

Projector
Agfa CP.35
Diamator S.

Slide Sire

Walts

19
19
15
3

6
6
6
0

Ikomai A ulamallc
Luminos Ltd.
1 Belsizc Crescent.
London. N.W.3.
Neville Brown & Co. Ltd.
77 Newman Street.
London. W.I.

Johnson Wray Aulolux 300

Kodasllde 40

Peeling & Komlosy Ltd.
181 Victoria Street.
Dunstable. Beds.
Pullin Optical Co. Ltd.
Electrin House.
93-97 New Cavendish Street.
London, W.l
Rank Precision Insts. Ltd.
Mortimer Street.
London. W.l.
J. J. Silber Ltd.
40-46 Lamb's Conduit Street,
London, W.C.I.

Spccto Ltd.
Vale Road.
Windsor. Berkshire.

613

19
15
12
14

6
0
6
9

Remarks
2J' sq. version £22 4s. 9d.
16 ft. remote control cable;
30-slide magazine. Sound
attachment (Foil) £10 8s. 9d.
Filter for 500 w.
Automatic
Complete with screen in lid.
300 w. version available.
Slide changer and 36-slide
magazine.
10 ft. remote control cable.
30-slidc magazines for large
and small slides.
36-slidc magazine.
Loads 20 slides.
Two 36-slide magazines, 16 ft.
remote control cable.

250 w. and 500 w. version
available.
Remote control slide change
and focus. 30 or 50 slide
magazine. Ultrasonic tape
coupling.
36-slide magazine.
500 w. version available.
36-slidc magazine. Remote
control.
Pre-sct interval
timer available.
12 ft. remote control cable.
Pre-sct timer.
Remote control.
36-slide
magazine.
36-slide magazine.
Magazine version available.

Automatic. pre-sct interval
timer. 30 or 50 slide magazine.
17 ft. remote control cable.
Complete with 2 magazines.

CHOOSING A PROJECTOR
(continued from previous page)

People in Search of Perfection Choose
FILM INDUSTRIES

no doubt that the 300 watts rating is extremely popular.. At
500 watts a very brilliant picture can be got, but it is then
essential to have a highly cllicient cooling system, which adds
to the cost. Naturally, the maximum dimensions of the projected
picture are to some extent related to the lamp voltage, but
more important is the lens which ultimately fixes the picture
size for a given projector/screen distance. If you will require
to depart very much from a roughly 40 in. X 40 in. picture
at 8 feet—an average set up—then you should investigate this
question of lenses more closely.
A major consideration, when it is planned to organise smooth
running slide shows, perhaps with a sound commentary on tape
as described last month, is the method of loading and unloading
slides. In the simplest projectors the slides arc inserted manually
one at a lime, cither through a slot at the top, so that each
slide ejects its predecessor, or in a lo-and-fro sliding gate from
which used slides must be removed by hand. Operating these
projectors is easy enough, and provided a suitably numbered
and indexed storage box is employed, a series of slides—in any
pre-arranged or random order—can be shown as required.
The next type of projector still involves manual operation,
but accepts a magazine of 20 or 36 slides at a lime. The
advantages of this magazine system is that the slides themselves
need never be touched by hand or leave the magazine except
for as long as the selector arm passes them in front of the lens
and back again. For the user who carefully arranges his slides
in some kind of order for viewing, magazines are clearly ideal,
since absolutely no preparation is necessary before the performance. Magazines do have one disadvantage, however, that it
is diflicult to hop about from one slide to another out of
sequence.
Aiilomalic operation
The introduction of magazine loading made it possible for
slide projectors to be fitted with automatic loading, since a
fairly elementary motor and switch can move a given slide into
position in front of the lens, shift it back again, and advance
the magazine by one step. This automatic slide selection may
be in the form of push buttons on the projector itself or on a
remote control unit connected to the projector by a length of
cable. On a number of projectors this remote control is carried
a stage further, and a knob is also fitted to give remote control
focusing. Coupling the projector to a tape recorder so that
supersonic pulses or metal foil switching actuate the changing
mechanism is a fairly expensive business, and many people will
feel that it is strictly for professionals. However, when this
facility is available, you will see it mentioned in the Table.
With such a wide range to choose from, it is clearly a good
idea to visit an established photographic dealer who could
demonstrate a number of projectors and give advice on the
best for your purpose.

Type M8
RIBBON MICROPHONE
In the November issue A. Tutchings wrote of the M8
.. this microphone shows evidence of careful design,
and the workmanship, technical performance, and
styling are excellent. It can be thoroughly recommended for studio or semi-professional use. or for
home use where the associated equipment can do
justice to Its very wide range response."

I

PRICE
£8.15.0
ALL IMPEDANCES UP TO HIGH
ALSO AVAILABLE :
DESK, TABLE, FLOOR STANDS
IN-LINE MATCHING TRANSFORMER
M7 MOVING COIL MICROPHONE
Write for leaflet C.I.
90 BELSIZE LANE, N.W.3

A to Z

IN AUDIO
$
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AUDIO
liifev

by
With R. E. COOKE, B.Sc. (Eng.)
as Technical Editor

&

224 Pages. 160 Illustrations (of which 110 are original). Fine art paper.
Cloth bound. Price 15/6 (16/6 post free)
OTHER BOOKS BY G. A. BRIGGS INCLUDE
'.Sound Rcproduclion' Price 17/6 (18/6 PosI Paid)
•Loudspeakers' Price 19/6 (20/9 Post Paid)
•Pianos Pianists and Sonics' Price 10/5 (11/6 Post Paid)
•Stereo Handbook' Price 10/5 (11/6 Post Paid)
Published by
Sold by radio dealers
and bookshops
IDLE BRADFORD
YORKS
Wluirlvctalc
WIRELESS WORKS LTD
Tel: Idle 1235/6
Grams:
"Wharfdel" Idle, Bradford

Voillander Perkeo

Paximal Portable

0
* L
Gnome Lilemasler
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TAPE,

RECORDERS
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&
NEW

ACCESSORIES
PRODUCTS

• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and illustrated in this monthly feature are in no sense reviews. When
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published in a separate section.
a second recording is possible without erasing the previous
recording. Facilities include two speakers mounted on an
acoustical baffle, bass and treble controls, revolution counter, and
magic eye recording level indicator. The two machines are priced
£52 and £58 respectively, and can be obtained from; l.onor Ltd.,
Maddux Mouse, I, Maddux .Street, 215/221, Kcgcnt Street,
l.ondon. W.l.
•
*
*
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Itrand Five Tapes
"pERRODYNAMIC Brand Five magnetic recording tapes,
manufactured in the United Stales, are now available in
this country from leading dealers. Tapes are in individual
boxes and are identified by the colour of the box: Acetate
standard. Blue; Acetate L.P., Red; Mylar Duponl L.P., Green;
Mylar Dupont D.P., Yellow. These high fidelity tapes are priced
as follows, acetate based. 5 in. 600 ft., 16s.; 5 in. 900 ft., 18s. 6d.;
5i in. 1.200 ft., £1 3s. 6d.; 7 in. 1.200 ft., £1 5s. Mylar Dupont
tapes: 3 in. 300 ft.. 13s.; Sin. 1,200 ft.. £1 17s. 6d.: 7 in. 1.800 ft..
£2 4s.: and 7 in. 2,400 ft.. £3. Wholesale distributors are V. L.
Dcwill Ltd., 24-26 Mumpslead Road, l.ondon, N.W.I., and the
tapes arc imported by Elcclro-Tcchno-Dynamics Ltd., 101
Lcadcnhall Street, London, E.C.3.

> ":
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NEW BUTOBA MAINS/BATTERY PORTABLE
ANEW version of the Buloba portable tape recorder has
just been announced called the M.T,5. Fully transistorised,
the machine has two speeds of li and 3| i/s and a spool size
of 5-in. enables up to four hours' recording to be obtained with
double play tape. Separate volume and lone controls are provided, and the machine can be used as a straight through
amplifier. Other features include push button controls. Separate
microphone and radio inputs, and monitoring facilities. A
mains converter is available as an extra which allows the
machine to be used from 110 to 260 volts. The Buloba M.T.5—
priced at 69 gns.—is distributed by Ucnhum and Morlcy Ltd.,
173-175, Cleveland Street, London, W.l. Plastic or pigskin
carrying cases can be obtained, for £3 17s. 6d. or 7 gns.
respectively.

SIMON
INTRODUCE
FOUR TRACK
MINSTRELLE

The Incis mainso pern It'll portable
recorder was described last nionlh.
Our photograph
shows the carrying
case, which is included in the price
of £30 19s. 6d.
Enquiries to Denham and Motley
Ltd.

★

' | 'HE manufacturers of Simon tape recorders have announced
a 4 track stereo version of the " Minslrelle", priced at
41 gns.. with a matching unit (not illustrated) containing a second
amplifier and speaker at 22 gns. With the add on unit it is
possible to record on track 1 and listen to track 3 at the same
time. I he "Minstrelle 4S" can be obtained as a table model
or as a portable with carrying handle, at no additional cost.
Manufactured by Simon Eqiiipiiicnl Ltd., 48, George Street,
I'urlnian Square, London, W.l.
•
•
•

Recorders from Belgium
A VAILABLE in this country for the first time arc two new tape
recorders manufactured in Belgium by Ateliers de Constructions Elcclriciues de Charleroi. Known as the Lugavox, the Type
1160 has two speeds of 71 and 3J i/s and will accommodate a 7 in.
reel with recording tracks of international standards. Other features
include, mixer circuit, clock type indicator, monitoring switch,
external speaker sockets, two speakers, and push button controls.
The frequency range is claimed to be up to 15.000 c/s at 7J i/s and
the machine has a power output of 2.5 watts.
The Type 1161, has four speeds. 7], 3J, 1/ and 15/16 i/s, and
also accepts a 7 in. spool. Using printed circuits for the amplifier
stages, the machine can be adapted for stereo if required. Direct
mixing is possible on record or replay and superimposition of

Baek-Spaeing Now Available for Fi-Cord 101
A back-spacing system has been introduced by Fi-Cord Intcr^ national for their 101 portable dictating machine. The
system, which lakes the form of a small motor unit attached to
the transcriber, is operated by the electronic foot-pedal which
controls the transcriber's stop-start mechanism. Half-pressure
on the pedal provides the normal stop-start process full pressure
gives back-space.
The new transcriber units will be available at the end of
November, and will cost £21. Enquiries should be addressed to:
Fi-Cord International, 4(la, Dover Street, London, W.l. (Tel:
HYDc Park 3448).
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NEW PRODUCTS—(continued)

The right microphone
makes a good recorderbetter

"POPULAR"
RECORDER
FROM

The Grampian DP4 is a moderately priced sensitive
reliable microphone developed to meet the requirements of the "Quality-minded" recordist seeking
better performance from his equipment.
With a uniform frequency response from 50 c/s to
15,000 c/stheDP4 will satisfy the most exacting user.
The DP4 is equally suitable for Public Address,
Broadcasting, Call Systems etc.
Output levels
DP4/L low impedance — 25 ohms 86 dB below 1 volt/dyne/
CNP. DP4/M medium
Impedance—600 ohms 70 dB below
1 volt/dyne CM2. DP4/H high
impedance —50,000 ohms
52 dB below 1 volt/dyne CM2.

ELIZABETHAN
*

/

"pLIZABETHAN (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD. have produced
a new machine to sell at the low price of 19} gns., the
lowest-priced tape recorder ever to come from a leading manufacturer. Known as the "Popular", the machine is supplied
complete with crystal microphone, tape, spare spool and radio
connecting leads. Fitted with 5} in. spools the Popular operates
at a tape speed of 3} i/s with a frequency response of 60 to
8,000 c/s. It is a twin-track machine and incorporates a magic
eye level indicator, 7 by 4 in. elliptical speaker, and volume
and tone controls. The output power is 2} watts. The cabinet,
which includes storage space for spare spools, is finished in red
lealhercloth and grey and blue vynair. Manufactured by
Elirabcthiin (Tape Recorders) Ltd., Bridge Close. Oldchurch
Road, Romford, Essex.

Cjrampianj DP4
Retail Ppice-DP4/L complete with connector and I8t1. screened lead £7/11/-.
(Medium or High Impedance models £1 extra).
A complete range of stands, swivel holders, etc. Is available also.
A matching unit (Type G7) can be supplied lor adapting the
microphone for a recorder having a different input impedance, or
when a long lead Is required. Retail Price £3/5/-. Write or
telephone for illustrated literature.

STENOCORD
DICTATING
MACHINE

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LIMITED Hanworlh Trading Estate. Fellham. Mldd*. Fellham 2657

★

MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER

K.G.M. Elcdronics Ltd., of Richmond, Surrey, have announced
that they are sole distributors in U.K. and N. Ireland for
Stenocord dictating machines and central dictating equipmenl.
Servicing arrangements are also provided on a national basis.
The recording medium is a convenient re-usable plastic belt with
a capacity of up to 2.000 words of dictation. The hand microphone is also worthy of note because it contains all operational
controls, not only " start-stop " but also unlimited playback and
control of volume for loud or soft playback as desired. Coloured
cue lights in the microphone indicate "recording" or "reproducing ". It is unnecessary to touch the machine at all, once the
recording belt has been loaded.
•
•
•
Slu/.zi go 4-lrack (see also Review on page 619)
'"THE new Stuzzi Junior 4M is the lowest priced 4-track
recorder so far. Designed and made in this country by
Stuzzi's British concessionaires, Recording Devices Limited, it
embodies many of the features of the company's Mannequin
recorder, including supcrimposition. and straight through
facilities.
A BSR deck with a 4-lrack head using 5} in. tape spools
gives 6 hours playing lime per reel of tape at 3J i/s. Frequency
response is 80-9,000 c/s. Changing from one track to another
is simple; all that is required is the turn of switch. Other
features of this new machine include; magic eye, input and
output sockets, volume and tone controls, and a high quality
8 in. by 3 in. speaker. The Stuzzi Junior 4M is housed in
an attractive two-tone plastic cloth-covered cabinet. Price 26
gns., including microphone and reel of tape. The manufacturers
are Recording Devices Ltd., 44 Southern Row, Kensington.
London, W.10.

REALLY^rr^PORTABLE

WITH A' VobicJUo 'CONVERTER
A Valradio converter enables you to operate your tape recorderfromcar, boat or caravan battery,oranyothersourceoflow
voltage or D.C. supply, making it possible for you to record
outdoor events, or dictation, or to provide entertainment
when you go on holiday or picnics, etc.
Prices range from £6.10.0., many models available.
Write for fully descriptive folder to

VALRADIO LTD.
Dept.. TR/C..
Browells Lane,
m
Feicham, Middlesex.
Tel. Feltham 4242
To Valradio Ltd., Dept. TR/C., Browells Lane. Feltham. Middlesex.
Please send me fully descriptive folder for converters
suitable for Tape Recorders.
NAME
ADDRESS
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EQUIPMENT

controlled, nor stiffness controlled, i.e. the resonance is not at
either extreme of the sound spectrum, but is usually placed
between 200 and 300 c/s. Extra acoustic elements to provide a
large acoustic mass and compliance have to be coupled to the
diaphragm to extend the response down to the lower frequencies.
In a relatively cheap microphone, designed for domestic
recording, it is not possible, or necessary, to provide all these
refinements, and the DIIB has a frequency response which
matches the acoustic performance of the average domestic tape
recorder very closely. A switch at the rear of the microphone
allows the response to be modified and is marked M, S, and T,
Music, Speech, and Telephone quality. Two alternative output
impedances are available by appropriate connection to the three
pin plug; the high impedance output, of 25,000 ohms, suits most
domestic recorders which use valve amplifiers, and the low
impedance of approximately 250 ohms is suited to transistor
input stages, which arc common in battery-operated, po table
tape recorders and certain Continental mains-operated machines.
Frequency Response
Fig. 1 shows the response for the three positions of the quality
switch. It will be seen that the response is smooth and free of
peaks, and that, even on the widest response or Music position
of the switch, the response falls sharply below 200 c/s. Now,
despite advertising claims, most domestic units: recorders, record
players or radio sets show a falling response below 200 c/s due
to lack of adequate baffle area, and the use of loudspeakers with
relatively high cone resonances, so that any canned music available in the home can be recorded acoustically with this
microphone with little loss. In fact the smooth non-peaky

•-.V

THE
1ELEFUNKEN
MOVING-COIL
CARDIOID
MICROPHONE
TYPE D.I IB

Manufuclurer's Spccificalion;
.Moving Coil Unit. Directivity Pattern: cardioid. Impedance:
high and low (according to how plug is inserted). 3-posilion
••quality" switch: speech, music, simulated telephone. Price:
8 gns.
Distributed by Welmcc Corporation, Ltd., 147, Strand, W.C.2.
\ TOST of the cardioid microphones manufactured in this
country are of the two element type, which combine a
velocity element with a pressure element so that the outputs add
for sounds reaching the front of the microphone, and cancel
for sounds approaching the rear. In America and Germany,
however, the single element cardioid has been developed, where
sound reaching the back of the diaphragm is delayed by an
acoustic phase-shifting network so that the pressure difference,
and therefore the force available to move the diaphragm, is
high for sounds reaching the front of the microphone and low
for sounds from the rear.
In theory, a sound wave approaching the back of the unit is
delayed by precisely the time it takes the same wave to reach
the front face by diffraction around the microphone case, so
that the pressure on cither side of the diaphragm is identical and
the output is zero. It will be appreciated that an acoustic
network to delay all wavelengths by the same amount is necessarily rather complex, and studio microphones using this principle
have a complicated system of lubes, slots and cavities to provide
the mass, acoustic resistance, and compliance required. In
addition, the diaphragm of such a microphone is neither mass
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• Front and hack response in " Music position
response, and the directional characteristic, which cuts down
extraneous noise, makes this one of the best microphones for
this type of home " music " recording. The Speech position cuts
the bass response still further, and gives very clean crisp speech
quality, even in bad acoustic surroundings. The Telephone
response is in fact much better than that of a telephone receiver,
and for close talking under very noisy conditions, or for distant
pick up in bad acoustics, may give more intelligible speech than
a wide range microphone which reproduces " the lot
Directivity
Fig. 2 shows the front and back response on the Music switch
position. It will be seen that the front to back ratio is about
10 dB from 500 c/s to 6,000 c/s, but that it falls to 4 dB below
400 c/s. The broad low frequency peak in the rear response
colours the reverberant noise somewhat, but this colouration
disappears on the " S " or " T " position of the switch.
Sensitivity
The sensitivity on the high impedance output and the "2 Music "
position of the switch was 52dB below I volt/dyne/cm , or 2.5
millivolts per bar sound pressure. The sensitivity falls on the
other positions of the switch as shown in fig. 1. On the low
impedance output, the sensitivity was 72dB below I voll/dyne/cm2,
or 0.25 millivolts per bar.
Impedance
Fig. 3 is an impedance plot at the two output pins. The natural
diaphragm resonance at 250 c/s is shown as a slight impedance
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rise, bul it is well damped by the acoustic resistance in the
phase changing network.
Comment
The big feature of this microphone is its versatility, and it
can be recommended for domestic recording of speech and the
limited range music available from radio sets, etc. The directional
characteristic, and the wide variation in frequency response
obtainable by use of the quality switch, allow recordings to be
obtained in conditions which would be almost impossible with
conventional microphones.
A. Tulchings.

HOW TO SI»LirE TAPE
•fa If you use cape, sooner or later you will need to
know how to splice tape—how to repair simple or
complicated breaks—how to edit your material—
how to cut out words or syllables, etc. All this is
described in this well-illustrated booklet, in which
stage-by-stage photos and text provide the complete
answer to professional tape splicing.
Price 2 6 . . . Postage paid
THE TAPE RECORDER
99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I

f
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THE WEST END'S LARGEST RANGE OF TAPE RECORDERS
NEW!

I2-VOLT SOLDERING IRON
Adamin Ballcry-Opcralcd Soldering Iron 12 volt version with
replaceable bit and 9/64 in. Diameter Shaft. Price £1 7s. 6d.
Manufactured by I.lie Soldering Development Ltd.. 28. Sydcnham Road. Croydon, Surrey.
r ,
T HE user of battery-operated equipment often finds himself
in a situation where a quick soldering job is required.
It may not be generally known that soldering irons can be
obtained which are designed to operate from low voltage
supplies, and we have just been testing the 12 volt model
shown in the photograph. This is one of the Adamin scries of
micro soldering instruments which arc made in a wide range
of voltages and sizes.
One advantage of this type of soldering iron was found to
be the speed with which it reached a high working temperature,
so that it was possible to wire microphone plugs and various
other odd jobs within about a minute of connecting up to the
car battery. The element is in a very thin gauge housing from
which the heal is easily absorbed, and this has made possible
the reduction of the distance from the handle to the bit. This
iron, therefore, is able to be used in very confined spaces, such
as we find in multi-way plugs and sockets.
Fixed and replaceable bit versions of this iron arc available,
and it is also possible to obtain isolating transformers which

CATALOGUE

OF TAPE RECORDS!
FIRST OF ITS KIND
Always one jump ahead, Teletape
now offer you this unique catalogue of pre-recorded tapes.
First of its kind, featuring all
makes—HMV. Columbia, Saga,
etc.. etc. Mono and stereo.
75 and 3} i.p.s. Price 2s. 6d.
including postage. refundable
when you buy any tape record
from one of our shops. But hurry
—we anticipate a big rush for the
first edition. Send or call for
your copy today.
* Call in and see the unrivalled Teletape range of tape
recorders. No interest terms. Up to 2 years' free service
worronty. Open 6 days a week and up to 8 p.m. Fridays.
TELETAPE LIMITED, 33 S 59 Edgwarc Rd.. W.2. Tel: PADdington 1942
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allow this low voltage instrument (with its very useful safely
factor) to be used from ordinary AC Mains when required.
The group of irons to which this 12 volt model belongs have
9/64 in. diameter shafts and may be obtained for voltages
from 6-50 volts.
Another series called the "A Group"' employ 3/32 in. shafts
and are for 6 volt elements only. Considering its low price,
this iron should find itself a place in the tool kit of all battery
recorder enthusiasts.
J.N.B.
♦

*

4 when the spools have been reversed) is possible while the
machine is running.
The super-imposition slide key was very popular, and several
friends tried their hands at producing Disc Jockey type recordings
by super-imposing announcements over music. It was found that
no experiments were necessary to establish the necessary volume
selling to give a good balance between the music and speech,
since if both were recorded with due reference to the Magic Eye
recording level indicator it was found that operating the superimposition key effectively reduced the level of the music to about
half. This meant that the speech was highly intelligible, with the
music at a reasonably faded down volume.
The actual mechanism specification of any machine is. of
course, dictated by that of its deck, and much has been written
in these columns about the ease of operation and highly useful
performance of the B.S.R. Monardeck. The braking, winding
and rewinding and the very handy edging facility, which the
joystick operating lever provides, were all found to be well
up to standard on the model tested. Used as a straight through
amplifier, the Stuzzi Junior 4M gives very good reproduction
from an ordinary record player with crystal pickup and from
a radio tuner unit.
To sum up, therefore, this new machine, which the manufacturers claim to be the lowest-priced 4-track Recorder so far.
can safely be recommended to anyone who is considering
changing over to the 4-track system or who perhaps is venturing
into the medium of tape recording for the first time. J.N.B.

»
m

★
THE STLIZZI
JUNIOR 4iVl
PORTABLE
4-TRACK
RECORDER
*
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£
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Manufaclurcr's Spccilicalion
Tape Speed: 3} i/s. Frequency Range: 80-9000 c/s. Fast
winding or re-winding: for 850 ft. of tape 3 minutes. Built-in
loudspeaker: 8 in. x 3 in. Permanent magnet. Microphone and
pickup input sockets and external loudspeaker socket. Playing
Time: 6 hours per 5J in. double play spool. Supcrimposition,
straight through amplifier, and switched track change (I and 4
or 2 and 3). Price 26 Gns., including microphone and reel of
tape. Manufactured by Recording Devices Ltd., 44 Southern
Row, Kensington, London, W.IO.

★
THE NEW
" BIB "
TAPE EDITING
ACCESSORY
KIT

*
»
♦
'"PHE preliminary announcement about this new 4-track Tape
Recorder arrived only a few hours before the machine
itself. We can therefore assume that the Recorder tested is
one of the very first to leave the assembly line.
First impressions were extremely favourable, and these were
enhanced through our remembering the excellent sound produced
by the Mannequin (which is the 2-track predecessor of this
machine) at this year's London Audio Fair. Reversing the
usual procedure of trying out the microphone to begin with,
we lost no time in fitting a pre-recorded tape on to the
machine in order to satisfy ourselves about the quality of
reproduction. We had the same pleasant surprise as we had
experienced with the Mannequin. From a machine whose size—
together with the slimming effect produced by the sloping panels
—-would scarcely lead one to expect full range Hi-Fi, we found
a very pleasing balanced lone.
For listening in an average room the volume control only
requires to be set at about a quarter of its range, so that there
is ample gain in hand to fill a very large room indeed. The tone
control was adjusted independently by a number of " guinea pigs "
and in all cases a central position was preferred, which corresponded to a very small amount of top cut. Once again, for those
who preferred a mellow sound, it was possible to obtain this by
turning the tone control further in a clockwise direction.
It was then decided to try out the machine's most topical
feature, namely, 4-lrack recording, and a number of recordings
were made on tracks I and 2, using both the microphone and
radio inputs. The effect was then tried of producing crosstalk
between the tracks by heavily over-recording on one and playing
the unmodulated neighbouring track at very high volume. In
no case were we able to produce noticeable break-through of the
unwanted track. The track change switch operates independently,
so that immediate comparison of tracks I and 2 (or tracks 3 and

!,

*

Manufactured by Mullicorc Solders Ltd., \lulticore Works.
Hcmcl Hcnipslcad, Herts. Price 18s. 6d. complete.
"pOR a number of years the Bib Tape Splicer has led the field
in this country, as witness its forming the basis of such
editing outfits as the Scotch Brand and the M.S.S. Now
Mullicore Solders Ltd. who make the Bib, have launched their
own complete kit, and besides the Sphcer itself, this includes
a d spenser roll of J in. jointing tape, 6 extra hard-back razor
blades. 24 Bib Tape Reel Labels, and a Data Card giving
the playing limes for Standard, Long Play and Double Play
tapes on 12 sizes of spool, for 5 speeds, and I. 2 and 4 tracks.
The Card also lists the approximate durations of 48 popular
music class es.
Although the reviewer was already familiar with the Bib
Splicer, it was decided to examine how a newcomer to editing
would get along using only the items supplied in this kit.
There were plenty of splicing jobs on hand—topping and
tailing leader tape on to some spools which had become a
bit " tatty" in use; cutting out lengths of leader tape from
unwanted items to salvage the recording tape; fitting metal
fo 1 track-change tape, etc., etc.
To perform these operations it is simply a matter of
laying the required cutting position of each tape section in
turn along the main channel of the splicer. The left and
right clamps are then lowered to hold the ends of tape and
(continued overleaf)
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)
Chitnis
the cutler (razor blade) drawn across the 45° slit (a right angle
slit is provided also, for split-second editing e.g. on 31 i/s
or slower recordings, where fractions of an inch are critical).
After making the two cuts, and pulling away the surplus
tape, the ends to be jointed are pushed together—not overlapping—held by the clamps, and covered with a cross-wise
piece of jointing tape well pressed down. : The cutter is
then drawn along the lateral slits along the s des of the tape
to trim the jointing tape neatly at the edges, and the job is
done. An advantage of this method is that the jointing tape
remains on the dispenser roll—it is not necessary to cut off
lengths before hand—and is therefore used very economically.

Audiograph
STEREO

AND

MONO

RECORDERS

Add a chinagr.iph pencil
For trickier editing assignments, such as cutting out announcements or false starts, and assembling recordings made at
different times, the only further accessory required is something to mark the tape accurately—a Chinagraph pencil is
commonly used. The owner of this useful new kit is then
able to undertake any tape splicing job go ng. This Accessory
Kit can therefore be welcomed as combining the virtues of
low cost and efficient operation.
J.N.B.
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CALL-BOY
ADD-ON
POSITION
INDICATOR
FOR TAPE
MACHINES
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New (lower) prices
To Chitnis Recorders using Bogen heads, goes the credit of proving
that high quality recordings can be made at 3J ips using quarter-track
heads and that a stereo recorder can be contained within an unusually
compact case without sacrificing efficiency in any way. The mechanical
and electronic standards of the Chitnis range are things that users
quickly learn to rely on and recordings taken with these machines are
outstandingly good from whatever source they are made.
In future, Chitnis Recorders will be known as Chitnis AUDIOGRAPH Recorders, and with this change of name we announce
attractive price reductions.
Quality, workmanship and
materials remain the same.

■■

COME method of locating with reasonable accuracy the beginnings and ends of recordings on tape is a virtual necessity, and
this has now been realised by most tape deck manufacturers. It is
fairly usual practice to incorporate some type of position indicator,
and we usually find clock-type indicators on the more expensive
machines and 3-digit counters on domestic machines.

Two-track, two speed (3| and lj| Ips)
KM22 mono with reel of Tape, now
48 gns.
Two speed, four-track mono with reel
KM 33 of Tape, now
54 gns.
4-TRACK STEREO (Illustrated above). With paired inputs (micro/radio/PU) and
outputs (S and IS ohm and low level)
Pause, s/impose, etc. With 56 gns.
9/S4K throughout.
reel of Tape. WAS 62 gns., now
Chitnis omni-directional and cardioid dynamic microphones (mono and
stereo) available for above.

Machines without indicators
However, quite a number of tape recorders possess no reliable
indicator of the tape position, and it is to satisfy this that the new
Call-Boy indicator has been produced. It consists basically of
a 3-digit counter, built on to a large rubber suction cap and
connected by a driving shaft to a three-prong rubber clip. The
indicator can be affixed to any convenient part of the tape recorder's
surface, but it is recommended that this be between 9-10 in. from
the spool spindle. The rubber clip is simply pushed down on to
the spindle of the drive spool (the supply spool, that is the left-hand
spool when recording in the usual left to right sense). There is a
re-set wheel on the counter, so that the reading may be returned
to 000 when required.
The Call-Boy was tested on three different tape recorders, and
in no case did it interfere with the free running of the tape drive
system during recording, re-play or fast winding. It was found
that during fast winding it is very necessary to adhere to the
9-10 in. spacing between counter and drive spindle, otherwise the
driving shaft is forced to take up weird and wonderful configura-

You get more for your money when you buy a
Chitnis
Audiograph
QUALITY TAPE RECORDER
Distributed to leading stockists through wholesale houses
For latest leaflets, please write to
CHITNIS ELECTRONICS LTD. !»,,
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tions, which arc likely to be harmful either to the tape recorder
or the Call-Boy or both.
Experiments were carried out to establish the difference between
the law of the Call-Boy and that of the machines" own indicators,
and it was found that, naturally enough, the three figure numbers
on the Call-Boy are traversed at a progressively rising speed as
tape is taken from the supply spool (moving the Call-Boy indications by 1-digil corresponds to one complete revolution of the
spool). This law naturally makes the actual location of tape
excerpts very much more accurate towards the end of a reel than
it does at the beginning, but the fact that absolutely no slip occurs
between the drive and the counter made it possible to rely much
more on these indications than those on many machines. The
law of the built-in indicators was found to depend on the manner
in which the rubber counter drive was derived, but some degree
of slip was found in each case.
Watch the spools
One very important piece of information must not be forgotten,
namely, that the Call-Boy clip will only fit tape reels which possess
three equally spaced holes around the spindle. This is found, for
example, on Emitape 7 in. spools and Scotch Brand 5| in. and 7
in. spools. Here is a useful tape accessory which carries out to
the letter what it is designed to do. It costs 42s. 6d. and is
manufactured by Collon & Co. (Ijipidarics) Ltd., The Crescent,
Wimbledon. S.W.I 9.
J.N.B.
«
*
•
TAPE

REVIEW

Fairy Tales from all over the World. Told by Mclanie Scott.
Fairy Tapes of four 5 in. reels, price 29s. 6d. each.
Tape One: The Snake Charmer, The Giants Stairs, Sadko,
Alenushka and Her Brother. Tape Two: Ali Baba, Snow White
Red Rose, TheTinder Box. The Loving Dragon. Tape Three : The
Fisherman Story, The Ugly Duckling. Hansel and Gretel, The
Little Bears" Xmas. Tape Four: Lazy Molly, The Enchanted
Horse, The Little Goose Girl, Bottle Hill.
Looked at from a wholly mercenary viewpoint, tape records
make a worthwhile investment for tape recorder owners, particularly when they are as inexpensive as those considered here.
For 29s. 6d. you get four well-told fairy tales, plus some introductory and linking chat, and should the children tire or grow
out of the stories you can always erase them and you still have
a reel of tape (value approximately 22s. 6d.) and the recordings
have cost you only 7s.
We have said that these stories are well told, and they are
indeed pleasantly presented in the cheerful tones we have
become accustomed to hearing in Children's Hour and " Listen
With Mother". Their reception depends very much on the
children; some are enthralled, but it must be admitted that
some are liable to fidget after five minutes or so. The present
reviewer found that the introductory talk by Miss Scott, after
a single hearing, had to be skipped if youngsters were to embark
on the actual stories with unabated interest. In view of this,
one wonders if long introductions—however successful in broadcasts—are altogether a good thing in recordings. In particular,
was it really necessary for Miss Scott to tell us at the end of
Tape Four that she was " going away for a while? "
You may come back with the suggestion that we can erase
the introductions if they have become over-familiar, or fast
wind through them, and I would agree. So also will most
people skip the copyright announcement intoned at the beginning
of each tape. Why, if it is necessary to remind us that the
recordings are copyrights, is this not printed on a label or on
the box? Come to think of it, why arc there no labels on the
reels at all, so that if two tapes are taken out of the boxes at
the same time, we are in danger of returning them to the wrong
box? It is true that different coloured leader tapes are used on
the tapes, but these arc not cued on the boxes. These criticisms
about points of detail in the presentation do not detract from
the value of the stories themselves to the young audiences at
which they are aimed.
l.N.B.

BOOKS

RECEIVED

The Waller Tape Recording Book, by Joseph M. Lloyd. 160
pages, illustrated. Published by Focal Press, price 12s. 6d.
Tape recording attracts a very wide range of individuals including a host of people who neither have nor ever wish to
have, any technical knowledge. They gel plenty of fun out
of recording—or plenty of utility if used as a business or
teaching aid—and the best tape recording book for them will
have the following specifications:
(a) absolutely no obscure engineering jargon.
(b) enough illustrations to make every operation crystal clear.
(c) ideas for extending the comic and serious use of tape.
(d) references only to their tape recorder (or its near relations),
and details of all accessories available.
These requirements are all admirably met, for owners of
the popular Walter range of tape recorders, in this new book.
Some two-thirds of the space is given up to an elementary
step-by-step coverage of the make-up and connecting up of
Waller machines—perhaps a little loo elementary for the
initialed e.g. on page 43 we attain to a full-page drawing and
the caption: "Gelling Ready: Take off lid (1), load with full
spool of tape (2), connect to power socket (3), plug in microphone (4), and turn on—off switch (5)There follows some
excellent suggestions on Editing, Trick Recordings, Tape at
Work and Play, and how to use the Walter Cine Stroboscope
for sound/film synchronising. Throughout, the author has been
at pains to treat each new subject without pre-supposing any
prior knowledge by the readers, who can therefore progress
by easy stages to the more advanced aspects of recording. The
final chapters cover connecting up, and care and maintenance,
and there is a Data Section describing all the Walter range
of machines and accessories. No Walter-owner will want to
be without this book, but it is my guess that many of them
will subsequently be aroused to do further reading.
J.N.B.
•
•
*
Tape Sound Effects Catalogue
WE have just received a copy of the catalogue of recorded
sound effects and actualities tor theatre and cine-film
purposes issued by Sound Recording Slratford-upon-Avon, 14
Hathaway Hamlet, Shottery, Slratford-upon-Avon, Tel. No.
Slratford-upon-Avon 4144. A very wide range of sounds is
offered on these tapes, and each has an average playing time
from 30 to 60 seconds, depending on the subject matter. All the
usual effects needed for Plays and Documentaries are included,
such as aeroplanes, helicopters, ambulances, bird song, cars,
clocks, children playing, creaking doors, factory sounds, footsteps,
gunfire, sea effects, thunder storms, trains and a useful selection
of farmyard animals.
Each item is priced at 12s. 6d., and an additional charge is
made according to the " dubbing" and editing time required
to produce longer duration tapes should these be requested.
The terms outlined in the catalogue call for receipt of remittances
before despatch of the tapes, so that Producers of sound or film
productions would be well advised to make early approaches to
make sure that they have all tapes in time for rehearsals, etc.
Behind this new Tapesounds venture is Mr. Holmes Tolley,
the well-known broadcaster, who has indeed used a large number
of his own recordings on the air, and has supplied tapes to the
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, the B.B.C. Library, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, etc., etc. The catalogue is available
free on application.
TAPE RECORDERS . AUDIO EQUIPMENT . DISC
CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE
STUDIO
FACILITIES . HIRE SERVICE . SALES . EXCHANGES
MAGNEGRAPH
I Hanway Place. London. W.I
Tel; LAN 215*
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WHY NOT

BIND THEM P

&*AP*SS

BRITISH-MADE
MICROPHONES
consistently
specified for quality
and reliability
MODELS FOR TAPE RECORDERS,
STUDIO USE AND SPECIALISED
APPLICATIONS
From dynamic types for domestic recorders for 67 6 to twin
ribbon stereo microphone for full professional use at 30 gns.
LITERATURE ON REQUEST

* Semi-permanent binders for The Tape Recorder keep your
copies clean and ready for easy reference. Each case is gold
blocked on spine with the name and volume number, will take
twelve copies plus index, and will open flat at any page.
Price 15 Shillings
Available post free from:

ST. GEORGE'S WORKS
LUSTRAPHONE LTD. REGENTS PARK ROAD. LONDON. N.W.I
PRImrose 6844

9 Months to Pay
Deposit 9 Monthly Cash
Payments
£ ». d. C s. d. Gns.
MAINS TWIN-TRACK
Argyll Minor
2 6 3 2 6 3 22
Peto Scott
2 8 4 2 8 4 23
26
Geloso G.256
2 16 6 2 15 7
Robuk RK3
3 15 0
3 15 8 36
4 2 0 4 1 11
39
Minstrelle
Allegro
4 2 0 4 1 II
39
4 2 0
4 1 II
39
Spectonc 171
Victor
4 IS 0 4 14 6 45
Spectone " 161 " ... 5 2 II
5 2 11
49
4-TRACK
Argyll 4.T
3 5 1
3 5 1
31
Philips EL354I ... 3 II 5
3 II 5
34
Elizabethan FTI ... 4 2 0
4 1 II
39
Sound
4 15 0 4 14 6 45
BATTERY
Clarion
2 15 0 2 12 3 25
Grundig " Cub " ... 2 16 0 2 14 6 26
Trav-ler
3 1 0
3 0 II
29
Clarion Mk. 2
3 9 4
3 9 4 33
Minivox " B " ... 3 17 0
3 17 0 37
Walter (Battery/
Mains)
5 IS 6
5 15 6 55
Ficord IA ...
6 3 II
6 3 11
59
Stuzzi Magnette ... 6 3 11
6 3 II
59

THE TAPE RECORDER,
99, Mortimer Street, London, W.I.

Have

You

tried them ALLP
-We have!
Having tested and assessed the characteristics
of every type of tape recorder sold in Britain
over the past 7 years we arc in an unrivalled
position to assist you to the best possible
marriage of what you want with what you
want to pay.

* FREE INSURANCE COVERING YOUR PAYMENTS
IN THE EVENT OF SICKNESS OR UNEMPLOYMENT
★ PART EXCHANGES

■k FREE DELIVERY

18 Months to Pay
Deposit 18 Monthly Cash
payments
£ s. d. £ s. d. Gns.
MAINS 2-TRACK
Grundig TK20 ... to 19 0 2 8 6 52
Tclcfunken 75/15... 10 19 0 2 8 6 52
Truvox R6
II 15 0 2 II 2 55
Brenell 3 Star
12 4 0 2 14 0 58
Grundig TK25 ... 13 2 0 2 17 10 62
Brenell Mk. 5
14 4 0 2 18 II
64
Elizabethan Major 14 5 0
3 0 0 65
Grundig TK30
17 12 0 3 4 6 72
Telefunken85KL ... 17 19 0 3 12 3 79
Ferrograph 4A/N... 18 1 0 3 14 6 81
3 15 7 82
Grundig TK35 ... 18 2 0
Reflectograph " A " 20 0 0
4 8 8 95
4 8 8 95
Simon SP/4
20 0 0
4-TRACK MONAURAL
Wyndsor Victor ... 10 9 0 2 5 7 49
Elizabethan FT3 ... 11 11 0 2 II 4 55
59
Philips EL3542 ... 12 8 0 2 15 1
Grundig TK24 ... 13 2 0
2 17 10 62
14
4
0
Telefunken 76
2 18 M
64
4.TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL
Korting
14 8 0 3 3 4 68
Harting H.M.8 ... 18 6 0 4 0 0 86
Philips EL3536 ... 19 12 0 4 5 7 92
If unable to call, write
for free brochures or
send deposit now for
quick delivery.

Open all day Saturday—
Friday 6.30 p.m.
(Dept. R) 188, WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6.
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Telephone: SWI 4977

our

readers

a really interested and most considerate dealer who is only loo
willing to spend lime in explaining the types of equipment and
various recorders. Whether you can afford a first-class hi-fi
system or the cheapest set on H.P. from that branch. I would
say you would receive most earnest consideration.
Yours faithfully.

. . . about the Sound Mirror again
From:—C. F. Complon " Marill," Pilley Hill, Lyminglon, Hants.
Dear Sir:—I was very touched by the appeal in your November
issue for modernising the Thermionic Products Ltd. " Sound
Mirror ".
1 have no connection with this firm, but their engineers arc
my very good friends, and I am fortunate in possessing a " Sound
Mirror", which with their help I have converted to double
track recording and two-speeds. Thermionics, Ltd., have asked
me however to state that l/iey are not in a position to carry
out these modifications.
In view of this I am preparing full details which with " gen "
and drawings I hope to make available for about 2s. 6d. a time,
and anyone who is interested and sends an S.A.E. I will contact
when available. Meanwhile, Mr. Editor, if you can find room
for the two-speed modification, that will help.
Remove the top cover of machine, and the driving pulley,
which is mounted on the motor. First make sketch of way driving
bands arc fitted, then referring to (ig. 1 you will see I have
cut a second capstan driving groove just above the original one.

MODIFIED PULLEY

"f* ™ESE ANGLES

. . . about tape records
From:—M. Sherwood, 27 St. Georges Close, Windsor, Berks.
Dear Sir:—In the November issue of The Tape Recorder, Mr.
W. Carter said that he thought the sizes of pre-recorded tape
spools were misleading. He may be interested to know thai
Saga in their catalogue stale the spool sizes and playing times.
Yours faithfully.
«
»
*
. . . about the Clarion
From:—D. Thorpe, 177 Fountain Bridge, Edinburgh, 3. Scotland.
Dear Sir,—In regard to the item published in the November
issue, regarding the modification of the " Clarion I wish you
would publish and put your readers right on the subject that
anyone with the " Clarion Twinset" will find it completely
impossible to fit the plungers on the " Clarion ", as the lid of
the "Twinset" is obstructing the plungers.
Yours truly.

CUT AWAY I
TO HINGE
&

DIAMETERS HALVED

FIG I.

write

. . . about 4-track in Hongkong
From:—K. A. Watson, 42 Island Road, Repulse Bay. Hongkong.
Dear Sir:—1 am delighted to see that 4-track tape-recorders are
being introduced into Britain for I am convinced that the most
satisfactory way of reproducing music in the home is by means
of 4-track stereo tapes at 71 i/s.
As, however, 1 am still waiting for my ideal tape-recorder,
it may interest readers (and perhaps manufacturers) if I listed
my requirements, starting with a 4-track stereo one with the
normal three speeds.
(1) Designed to play at normal speeds in both directions.
(2) Two sets of heads, so that tracks 1 and 3 record and play
with the tape moving from left to right and tracks 4 and 2 with
the tape moving from right to left. This avoids having to
change the reel over from right to left after each track is ended.
(3) A switching arrangement (using foil on tape) so that at
the end of a track, the direction of travel changes and the next
head comes into use automatically. This would be a great
convenience, for it is a nuisance having to gel up every half-hour
to change reels. It would give 3 hours of oratorio or opera
in stereo without going near the machine.
(4) Mixing and superimposing facilities, and variable bias to
reduce permanently a signal already recorded. Combined with
(continued' on pane 625)

FIG 2,
COVER PLATE HOD.

This groove should be half the diameter of the old one to
obtain 3J i/s. and—most important—the groove cut with a lathe
tool sharpened to the same angle as original groove. This new
groove comes right over the grub-screw hole without any ill
effects but will need cleaning up afterwards.
The pulley should be replaced slightly lower to prevent side
thrust on flange formed by larger pulley. To avoid having
to remove cover each time a change of speed is required, or
worse still having to leave cover off. I have cut away centre
of cover plate—see fig. 2—and hinged the cutaway piece to tidy
it up.
1 cannot detail the double track modification in a letter as
will be realised when one considers,
(1) Fitting of neiv half track head,
(2) Removing erase magnet, filling hole and fitting half-track
erase head,
(3) Fitting erase oscillator and doing switch mods.
I am however in the fortunate position of being able to supply
some of the required bits and pieces, a list of what is available
will be included in " gen " envelopes. Hope this will help.
Yours sincerely.
Editorial Note: We have received a number of helpful replies
on this subject, and would like to thank the senders for their
enthusiastic assistance.

PORTABLE RECORDER ELECTRONIC KIT
As described in this issue
With three plug in transistors and including
equalisation components to be described in Part 3
£4-10-0
Booklet 'Twenty Practical Experiments in Magnetic Recording
2/- post free
TUTCHINGS ELECTRONICS LTD.
14 Rook Hill Road, Friars Cliff, Christchurch, Hants.

. . . about a bouquet
F'rom:—F". J. Brundish, 150 Wedne-sbury Road. Walsall, Staffs.
Dear Sir:—I was interested in reading your Editorial in the
November magazine, as the " after sales" service is often a
subject of discussion among my friends. During the past year
I have purchased the Elizabethan Essex and Princess from the
Littleton Tele Service Ltd., at their branch at 113 Lichfield
Street, Walsall, and I would like to state that they have there
623
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READERS' LETTERS—{continued)

asked to see a Philips EL 3541. 1 was shown one still in the
packing case. No attempt was made to demonstrate the machine,
and the salesman had no knowledge at all of the machine, and
made no effort to sell it to me.
At two other shops 1 asked to sec the new Elizabethan " Major."
At the first shop after much a do the machine was taken out of
the window and " demonstrated." No pre-recorded tape being
available, I heard nothing. When I suggested that the brakes were
poor I was told to " Give it a chance ". The salesman just hadn't
a clue, pressing any button in the hope that something would
happen. At the next shop the "Major" was again taken out
of the window and we went into a small room packed full of tape
recorders, some of which to my knowledge have been in stock
some 18 months. At this shop I finished up with the manager, a
sales assistant, and a service engineer, none of whom appeared
to have a clue about the machine, or recording, except the engineer.
After listening to a tape made in the shop from a disc via a mic,
I think, and with no attempt being made to find the instruction
book. I asked if I could have the machine for an evening to test
at home. This was refused, even though I have excellent references
and know a little about tape recording. There was no effort to
sell the machine to me.
One can understand why stocks of tape recorders remain unsold
for months and even years while this appalling salesmanship
exists. The above machine by the way was returned to the shop
window to join six companions, all of which gather dust and
still remain unsold since my visit a month ago. I am very sorry
for the manufacturers, who always give every assistance when
contacted, as they are let down all along the line by the retailers
with their attitude of couldn't care less—take it or leave it
salesmanship.
In conclusion may I finish with this latest little episode. I was
asked to check on a Murphy record player by a friend of mine.
I visited a Murphy dealer, the machine was produced, the usual
excuse of no knowledge about the model was given, and a disc
was found which was absolutely filthy and the machine was
demonstrated. I am still speechless.
Please continue to supply full details and reviews of recorders
etc., in your excellent magazines. The Tape Recorder and Hi-fi
News, for you are the only source of information which is
reliable and sound. If any retailer is recommended to you in
Leeds. I would be very pleased to learn of his name and address.
Yours faithfully.
*
*
•

the ability to record two tracks separately and then play them
together (as for stereo) this would give a wide latitude for
experiments in musique concrete and would be ideal for recording
music and commentary for cind films. While recording on the
second track it should be possible to replay the signal recorded
on the first track through the spare amplifier.
(5) Designed in separate packages (a) tape-deck only capable
of best possible results with hi-fi amplifiers and speakers, (b)
amplifiers (c) portable speakers.
(6) An arrangement for dubbing on the lines suggested by
Mr. Squire (Oct., I960). With two amplifiers, this would require
an extra set of heads, some extra guides, and extendable spindles.
Except for the last, all these features are found in dilTerent
tape-recorders, and there should be no great difficulty in combining them. 1 look forward to the day when such a machine
appears on the market.
Yours faithfully.
*

*

•

. . . about dubbing fees
From:—S/236I705I L/Cpl. Hall, K.N., 3 Higher Edn. Centre.
B.F.P.O. 30
Dear Sir.—Mr. T. J. Masters of London (letter in November
issue of your magazine) raised some interesting points regarding
the dubbing of copyright material.
Like Mr. Masters, 1 am fully convinced that a very large
percentage of tape recordists are criminals! Tapesponding, for
instance, becomes rather dull if speech is used all the lime, and
it is inevitable that music will be introduced to relieve the
monotony. Such music, need it be said, is rarely " self-made
I think that nearly every serious amateur would not mind paying
a small annual nominal fee, for the privilege of being able to
record what, when and how he or she likes without the fear of
a Court Summons being instigated.
The various recording companies and members of the
Musician's Union naturally have to protect their interests, but
they cannot stop the advancement of tape recording and wealth
of enjoyment it offers to the serious amateur and/or the manin-the-streel. Continued lack of a definite relaxation in restrictions, or means by which a recordist can legally, at a moderate
cost, record what he sees fit to record, will only lead to abuse
of the Copyright Act 1956 to such an extent that it will not
be worth the paper it is written on. Surely it is far better that
action be taken now. once and for all. to give the amateur
recordist the freedom he deserves, to enable him to utilise his
equipment, skill and ingenuity to the fullest.
I would be interested to learn of:—
(a) The approximate dubbing fees payable for recording from
an ordinary commercial disc.
(b) Do such fees serve for only one disc, or any number of
recordings of a particular make (or makes, where more than
one company is owned by a Group, such as EMI)?
(c) What is the likely fee to be charged to permit the operation
of a record request programme in such places as Blind Institutes
and Hospitals.
Thanking you for the freedom of speech, if not the freedom
of recording.
Yours faithfully.
Editorial Note: You will find the answers to some of your
questions in this month's Sound and Cine feature. We are trying
to find out the rest for you!
*

•

. . . about extension speakers
From:—Rev. Fr. E. P. Becher, 102 Scvcnoaks Road. Orpington.
Kent.
Dear Sir:—I was very interested to read W. T. R.'s comments
in the current issue of The Ta/ie Recorder regarding the use of
extension loudspeakers. My recorder is a Telefunkcn 85 KL
with 6 watts output at 4.5 ohms. This information is clearly
stated in the instruction book. About nine months ago I bought
a G.E.C. metal cone speaker and use this in an appropriate
cabinet as an extension speaker. Without a transformer the
metal cone speaker is rated at 4.5 ohms but a suitable transformer is sold by G.E.C. for use with outputs of 15 ohms.
To my mind the quality is as good as the ordinary nontechnical user (such as W. T. R. and myself) would wish for,
and many independent listeners arc amazed at the good
reproduction. The separate bass and treble controls on the
Telefunkcn are a great advantage and I have certainly no
intention of buying a " belter" amplifier to use between my
recorder and what is essentially a high-class speaker.
Yours faithfully,
(continued on page 627)

•

. . . about poor salesmanship
From:—P. 11. J. Pitlam, 35 Kelso Road, Leeds, 2, Yorkshire.
Dear Sir:—With reference to your editorial in the November
issue of " The Tape Recorder," I regret that I am unable to
recommend a single dealer of tape recorders in this city.
I certainly would not advise anyone to purchase a recorder
from the shop where I obtained my machine some two years ago,
because of the poor service. 1 am at the present time searching
for another recorder. I have visited three central retailers and
am disgusted by the attitude of the salesmen. In the first shop I

CONVERT YOUR RECORDER
TO
MINIFLUX HEADS
Scereo or Mono heads, either i or i track, can be fitted to many
models and the equalisation adjusted to take advantage of the
improved frequency response available
DEIMOS LTD.. 8 Corwell Lane, Hillingdon, Middlesex
HAYes 3581
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"There's a NEW

COVERS

Grundig TK.5
TK.8
TK.20 ...
.. TK.24 ...
TK.25 ...
TK.30 ...
TK.35 ...
TK.50 ...
.. TK.55 ...
.. TK.60 ...
Cub
Telefunken 85
85
75/15
76K ...
77K ...
Philips 8108
.. EL3538 ...
.. EL3542 ...
.. EL3536 ...
EL35I5 ...
EL354I/I5

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

55/63/52/6
55/55/60;63/60'63/75/-*
35/60/-*
65;55/55 57 6 t
63 63 70'-*
57/6
57/6

KORTING

Smart, waterproof cover
to give complete protection to your tape recorder.
Made from rubberised
canvas in navy, wine, tan,
grey and bottle green
with white contrasting
pipings, reinforced base,
I- .ndy zip microphone
pocket and name panel.
Cossor 1602
57/6
.. 1601
63/Stella ST455
63/ST454
57/6
Saja MK.5
57/6
Scuzzi Tricorder ..
f
Saba
63/Wyndsor Viscount
55/-*
Victor ...
60/-*
Elizabethan Princess
60/Avon
60/Escort
57/6*
Maior
63/FT.I
t
FT.3 ...
t
Fi-Cord
52/6
Korting (4 track stereo), . 63/Haning Stereo
66/Fidelity Argyle
55/-*
Walter 101
55/Simon SP4
63/-*
Clarion (complete with
strap)
57/6
Brencll Mk.5
77/3 star
69/Minivox
t

STEREO

4-TRACK

RECORDER

just out, and they say
it's simply sensational"
It's got a spec, that reads like a professional man's dream. 2-speeds, (3j &
7J) separate heads and amplifier for
direct monitoring. Echo, super-impose
and true synchro facilities. Low noise
transistorised pre-amp stages. Separate tone controls. 4 tracks (naturally)
and smarter and belter than anything
Korting have ever done yet. Price 85gns.
Leading stockists sell the Korting MT.
157. Send to us for full descriptive leaflet.
Trade enquiries invited
TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS LIMITED
HUDSON HOUSE, 63, GOLDHAWK RD., LONDON, W.I2
Telephone—SHEpherds Bush 2581 and 4794

A. BROWN & SONS LTD.
24-28, GEORGE STREET, HULL Tel; 2541}, 25412
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If you take your tape
The top tape kit
i
51
recorder
seriously,
you
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51
will
need
the
Bib
Tape
51
51
Accessory
Kit.
It
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51
BIB
TAPE
contains
everything
51
51
you
need
for
editing
51
51
51
and classifying your
51
51 ACCESSORY tapes—p/us a wealth of 51
51
51
information on tape
51
speeds and the playing 51
51
51
times of many famous
51
KIT 28'6
works. Go along and see 51
51
51
51 Or available separately. Package it at your dealer's
51
51 of 24 Bib Tape Reel Labels. 2/6d. TODAY.
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CONTENTS
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• Bib Type Splicer
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•
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Card
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• Splicing Tape
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51
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•
Spare
Cutters
51
51
• Bib Tape Reel
51
51
o
51
51
Labels
51
51
51 If you have any difficulty
51
J3j in obtaining your Bib Tape
51
LDI Accessor.?/ Kit. please
51
51 send nmillance to :
51
51
51
pn MULTICORE SOLDERS, LTD., MAfLtNOS 1VENUE, HEMEL HEMPSTE1D. HERTS 51
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Jterro&raph
(Appointed
Dealer) "
NUSOUND RECORDING COMPANY
London Showroom
AMPEX
35 CRAVEN STREET,
Tape Deck and Pre-Amps Model 953 TRAFALGAR SQUARE.
LONDON,
As above in portable case Model 961
W.C.2.
Complete stereo Recorder Model970
TEL:
TEA 2080
(below)

AMPEX Model 970
It is with pride that we announce we have for demonstration a
selection of Tape Recorders manufactured by the AMPEX
CORPORATION. You are cordially invited to see and hear these fine
instruments at our new London Showroom, where we display a
representative range of highest quality Tape Recorders available
to the semi-professional, and the serious home recordist. 4-track ?
2-track? Stereo or Mono? Our technical and practical experience
is at your disposal.
IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH A SPECIALIST.
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READERS' LETTERS—(continued)

YOUR TAPE DEALER

. . . about identifying friends
From:—L. G. .Vlurray, "Chevemy", 12 Pavilion Road. Worthing.
Sussex.
Dear Sir:—I have been a regular reader of your magazine
since its first issue and can remember, with interest, what an
exciting lime that was when we all awaited the appearance of
a tape recording magazine really to eater for amateurs.
1 have been a user of magnetic wire, and later tape, since
1948, when in Malaya. I commenced exchanging talking letters
with friends all over the world—many have become very close
friends after so many years. One of of these tape friends came
to England last August to slay with me for a holiday. This
Norwegian friend. Per Lundberg of Oslo and his fiancee, were
to be met at London's Victoria Station one Sunday afternoon.
As we had never met and only knew one another by our recorded
voices, the problem of recognising one another on a busy railway
station presented me wdh some concern. My friend did not
appear to be worried—but then he could not possibly appreciate
the large crowds that could be found on a British railway station
during the holiday season.
However. I need not have been too worried, as 1 said that
I would hold up at face level a copy of our magazine (" The
Tope Recorder" of course!) and my friend being a reader (1
send him my copies) instantly recognised me! It would be
interesting to know if fellow readers have had similar difllculties
in meeting friends, if so, then I can thoroughly recommend my
method.
My latest recorder is a "Philips" stereo 4 track (EL 3536)
and I cannot recollect there being a full report in " T. R." or
" Hi-Fi News." at least not these last three months since I
have had this " Philips." I would appreciate if you could tell
me if this recorder will be the subject of an early report.
Yours failhfully.
The Philips EL 3536 is reviewed by lames Vfo/r in next
month's issue. (Editor.)

Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders
CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE
203 KINGS ROAD, S.W.3 FLA 2596
Open till 8 p.m. (except Thursdays/
Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders
by Leading Manufacturers
CUSTOM BUILT INSTALLATIONS
All High Fidelity Requirement and Services Available
Estimates Free
Personal Service
Custom High Fidelity
371 Green Lanee, Pitmen Green, London, N.I3
Tel.: PALmen Green 5228
LONDON AREA. W.l
• Stockists of leading makes of Tape Recorders
• Comparative demonstrations at any time
H. C. HARRIDGE
8 MOOR STREET, W.l
Telephone: G£7?rar<J 7108
ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK
Cash or Easy Terms
VISIT LONDON'S FINEST
LuskYS
DEMONSTRATION
STUDIO
RADIO
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.L MUS 2605

. . . about a broadcast
F'rom:—Alan R. Hunt. " WinlonPalmers Road, Wootlon.
Isle-of-Wight.
Dear Sir:—In the latest B.B.C. programme, " Sound," John
Berwick gave a very interesting talk on my favourite topic, tape
with slides, and I was very interested in his comments concerning
the bugbear of copyright, and I heard mention of a noncopyright music catalogue. Please pardon my ignorance, but is
this catalogue freely available to anyone? Or is it only for
professional users? If this catalogue is available to all and
sundry, would you please let me have details concerning price,
and from whom it may be obtained.
Yours faithfully.
John Berwick replies as follows: The non-copyright music
to which I referred in the Broadcast is listed in the " Catalogue
of Recorded Music" of Boosey and Hawkes Ltd.. (Recorded
Music Department). 295 Regent Street. London, W.\. It costs
2s. bd. and / should imagine they would appreciate bd. extra
to cover postage. / must point out, however, that other music
publishers supply non-copyright recorded music loo, notably
Francis Day and Hunter Ltd., 16 Soho Square, London. W.I,
and The Conroy Recorded Music Library, 10 Denmark Street.
London. W. I. Finally, / recommend you to gel in touch with
the Institute of Amateur Cincmalographcrs Ltd., 8 West Street,
Epsom, Surrey, to which a subscription would soon repay itself
in advice. " know-how " and other services. This subject is also
discussed on page 609.

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES. ETC.,
SERVING LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP — SALES AND SERVICE
8 STATION PARADE,
Showrooms: Open until 7p.m.
SHEEN LANE. SHEEN,
PROSPECT 0985
LONDON, S.W.I4
(Next to Mortlokc Station S.R.)
H.D.KIRK

Specialists in High Fidelity
150 HIGHER BRIDGE STREET

Phone: 3093
BOLTON

BIRMINGHAM
TAPE RECORDERS on "NO-INTEREST" Terms!
NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR EXTENDED CREDIT. You pay the Retail Price only.
Grundig, British Ferrograph, Philips, Vonexlon, Telefunken, etc. Comparative
daily demonstrations of all Leading Makes of Stereo Hi-Fi Equipment and Recorders
JEWKES & CO. LTD.
The Midland. HI-FI and Tape Recorder Specialists
285 BROAD STREET, BIRMINGHAM I. MID 4829/28
R E S of COVENTRY
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY
and all makes of Tape Recorders
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demonstrated under ideal conditions. * The Best Selection—Terms and
After Sales Service in the MIDLANDS.
R-E'S (Coventry) Lid. 128 Far Gosford St.
Coventry 60913

•In the 1960 Edition ofHI-FI YEAR BOOK
There are 60 pages on Tape and Mikes
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YOUR TAPE DEALER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be prc-paid, and
accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque.
They must be clearly written or typed, and must be in the form
of a separate sheet of paper if included with a letter dealing
with other subjects.
The rate is 6d. per word, with a minimum charge of 7s. 6d.
Box Numbers may be used for an extra charge of Is. 6d. The
trade rale is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box number, conditions
on application. Send replies to Box Numbers c/o "The Tape
Recorder", 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I.
No responsibility will be accepted by the editor, the publishers,
or the printers of "The Tape Recorder", for the quality of any
goods offered, bought, or exchanged through the medium of these
columns, or for any failure in payment, etc., though the greatest
care will be taken to ensure that only bona-lide advertisements
arc accepted.
All advertisements for the February issue must arrive not
later than January 6lh.

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS
HI-FI Stereo Tape Recorders
Specialised Loudspeaker enclosures and
Equipment Cabinets Designed to order
Write or ask for Mr. Pendreich
54 ELM ROW, EDINBURGH, 7.
Tel.: WAV 6338
FARNHAM, SURREY
★ Stockists of all the leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment
★ Comparative Demonstrations
it Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
it Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop
26/7 Downing Stroet, Farnham, Surrey
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

For Sale
Fcrrograph 4A/N's 8U8's Vortcxion WVA, WVB, Simon SP4,
Reflcctograph ' B', etc., always in slock and ready for immediate
delivery as well as over 200 latest I960 recorders at London's largest
tape recorder specialists. The best, lowest H.P. terms and the finest
selection of new and S/H recorders from £18. Generous P/E allowances. Essex Tape Recorder Centres, 2, Maryland Station, Stratford,
E.I5 and 205, High Street North, East Ham, E.6.
A binder will keep your copies of The Tape Recorder clean and
ready for easy reference, price 15s. posted from 99 Mortimer Street,
London, W.I.
Tape/Disc/Tape transfer, editing, copying. If quality and durability
matter (especially with LP's from your precious tapes) consult Britain's
oldest transfer service. (LP's from 16s.). Limited quantity 1,800 ft.
American super LP tapes 35s. Sound News, 10, Clifford Street,
London. W.I.
Use up those odd lengths of tape, splice them together professionally
after reading " How to Splice Tape " price 2s. 6d. posted from The
Tape Recorder, 99, Mortimer Street, London. W.I.
Find that review you want—gel a copy of the index to volume one
Tape Recorder. Price 2s. posted.
Recording Tape. Save up to 30%. Send for list. Also 50 secondhand
Recorders in slock. E. C. Kingslcy & Co., 132, Tottenham Court
Road. London. W.l. EUS 6500.
Prc-Rccordcd Tapes. We supply every prc-rccording made. Send
for our lists. Fenham Radio Company, 80a, Sandyford Road.
Newcastle upon Tyne, I.
Haiiing HM8 4 track stereo record replay tape recorder, £70 o.n.o.
Box No. (London) 260.
Fcrrograph " Sleread" unit, condiiion as new. £17. Newman.
5. Pine Walk, Surbilon, Surrey. Elmsbridgc 7935.
Fabulous offer of American " Hi-Tone" high quality magnetic
recording tapes. Brand new and guaranteed. A special bulk purchase
enables us to offer you this amazing bargain—5 in. 600 ft. standard
play tapes at only 12s. I Id., complete on reel and boxed. Acetate
base, full frequency, 20-20,000 c.p.s., balanced reel, high output, low
distortion. Ideal for all tape purposes. P. & P. on one spool Is.;
2 spools Is. 6d.; 3 spools Is. 9d.: 4 or more free. Trade enquiries
invited. Callers welcome. Lacknu Ltd., Dept. TRI. II, Cricklewood
Broadway. London, N.W,2.
Pre-Rccorded Tapes. Unique 40 page catalogue listing all makes,
mono stereo. 7J and 3J i.p.s. Send 2s. 6d.. refundable on first tape
record purchased. Dept. TR4, Tclctape Ltd.. 33, Edgwarc Road.
London, W.2.
Stereo Tape Library. Linden, St, John's Road. Brecon, South Wales.
Specialists in the sale and hire of stereo tapes. Hire charge Is. per
tape. If sufficient members are interested wc are prepared to start
a " pop" and " jazz" section. Send stamped addressed foolscap
envelope for particulars and lists.
M.S.S. CIcd three speed disc culling lathe, just completely overhauled. built-in radius compensator, stylus healer unit and modified
swarf removal pipe. All enquiries to Quecnsway Recording Studios
Ltd., 123. Quecnsway, W.2.
8-8J in. reels master tape, L.P. tape virtually unused. £2 7s. 6d.
each. S. M. E. Ltd.. Slcyning, Sussex.

Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax)
Yorkshire's Leading Tape Recorder Specialists
Comparative Demonstrations Dally
9 Official Telefunken Service Ajenti
HI-FI Stockists
SOUND INSTALLATIONS
17 Rawesn Street, Halifax
Phone: Halifax UBil
HEADROW HOUSE &
144 BRIGGATE LEEDS. I.
Branches at Otley, Harrogate,
VALLANCES Mansfield, and Scunthorpe
A WIDE SELECTION OF THE FINEST
RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES

LEEDS

LEICESTER
ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS
H.M.V. • DULCI • QUAD ■ LEAK • CHAPMAN • ROGERS • AUDIOMASTER
Speakers by TANNOY - LOWTHEK • W.H. • H.M.V. • WHARFEDALE
Tape Recorders FERROGRAPH • REFLECTOGRAPH • GRUNDIG • SIMON
BRENELL - RECORD DEPT • ALL LABELS ■ PARASTAT SERVICE
LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD.
HIGH STREET
Telephone: 20431

LIVERPOOL5
TAPE SPECIALISTS.
COGKIAH I ROBINSON 1TD.

Offer unique sales and
service facilities throughout the
Northwest.
Stockists of FERROGRAPH,
REFLECTOGRAPH. GRUNDIG.
etc.. etc.
FREE H.P. up to 12 MONTHS
18 HACKINS HEY. (off Dale
St.,) L'POOL 2. CEN: 5245

MANCHESTER

The Tape Specialists
FERROGRAPH • BRENELL
PHILIPS • TELEFUNKEN
and all other good makec
8 DEANSGATE • MANCHESTER
Next to Crosvenor Hotel

MIDDLESBROUGH
PRIMERS
of DARLINGTON
JASON . LEAK . ROGERS . PAMPHONIC . W.B.
WHARFEDALE . R.C.A. . GOODMANS . GRUNDIG
Call or send for lists:—
3 East Street, Darlington or 106 Newport Road, Middlesbrough
628

YOU

PAY

CASH

ONLY

24

THE

PRICE

—

OVER

MONTHS!
HOWARD

WE HAVE THE

BIGGEST SALES

IN

GREAT

BRITAIN!

WHY I

BECAUSE WE GUARANTEE YOU THE BEST TERMS.
They include:
DEPOSITS FROM 10% ★ 2 YEARS TO PAY ★ SPECIAL FREE OFFERS ★ FREE
SERVICING FOR 12 MONTHS ★ FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN U.K. ★ NO
PURCHASE TAX
★
PART-EXCHANGES & CHEAP SECOND-HAND MACHINES ★
31% COMMISSION PAID ON SALES YOU MAKE FOR US ★ 10% INTEREST PAID ON
YOUR DEPOSIT ★ and lots more besides.
As Main Agents for ALL the best makes, our Mail Order Department specialises in orders by
post with thousands of sales throughout the whole of England, Scotland, Wales, & N. Ireland—
order from us wherever you live—you get better terms and better service from us.
We have 400 machines in stock—£20,000 worth of 80 different new and secondhand models on permanent demonstration in our showrooms.
If you want to know why it will pay you to buy from us, and how you can save money, write
phone or call NOW for full details of all our terms, and free brochures on all the best makes.

HOWARD
TAPE
218

HIGH

ST.

RECORDERS
BROMLEYKENT.

RAV.4477

CUT OFF HERE '
Please rush me full details of your terms and tape recorder brochures:
Name..

Address
Add below any models you are particularly interested in :
629

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS—(continued)
For Sale (continued)
Recording Tape. Best quality P.V.C. on 5J in. reels. 850 ft. at
19s. 6d., and 1,800 ft. Double Play at 37s. fid. P. & P. Is. Fcnham
Radio Company, 80a, Sandyford Road. Newcastle upon Tync, 1.
For sale. Tclcfunkcn Model M.23 Studio Recorder. Magnificenl
instrument ready for use with hi-fi equipmem. Recently overhauled
by makers' service agents. Cost 150 guineas. Demonstration by
appoinlmem. Price 95 guineas. S.M.E. Lid.. Stcyning. Sussex.
Wanted
TK20 or similar good Grundig wanted. F. Riddle. 113. Church
Road, Norlholt. Middx. Viking 4734,
Miscellaneous
Tape Recorder need repairing? Let London's largest lapc recorder
specialists do it for you, experlly and economically. Essex Tape
Recorder Centres. 2, Maryland Station, Slratford, E.I5. MAR 5879.
All tape recorder repairs. OHicial Waller service. Swift Telcservicc.
Quarry Bank Mill, Styal, Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel.: Wilmslow 6231.

YOUR TAPE DEALER

WESTWOOD'S
46 GEORGE STREET
PHONE: 47783

of

OXFORD

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS
Tel: 2759
Hi-Fi Equipment and Record Specialists
Tape Recorders - - Record Players
Comparative demonstrations of all leading makes of Audio equipment
CAMPKIN'S RECORD SHOP
12 PARK ROAD
also at KP Camera Shop, Kings Parade, Cambridge

Tape to Disc
Tape to Disc—Comprehensive 78-45-33 service available from
Rendezvous Records, 19 Blackfriars Street, Manchester 3.
Tapes ?Transfcr? Consult Sound News for better rales. See above.
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Sludio
available for musical groups. Outside recordings our spccialiiy. Ilford
Sound Recording Service, 63 Aintrec Crescent, Barkingsidc, Ilford.
Essex. Telephone: CRE 8947.
Tape recordings Iransferrcd to modern DISCS. Phillips, 38
Kensington. Liverpool, 7.
Tape to Tape or Disc Microgroove Maslcr Discs and Pressings
from 12s. Stamped addressed envelope for details to OMEGA Recording Co., 112 Sunny Bank Road, Potters Bar, Middx. POB 6428.

SOUTHAMPTON—SALISBURY
* All the best makes of Tape Recorders
* Hi-Fi Systems and Records
* Expert knowledge and advice
The West of England
High Fidelity Specialists
JP CI ITTON 421 SHIRLEY ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON
. r. OU I I V^l>l 15.18 QUEEN STREET. SALISBURY
WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA. Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy.Wharfedale and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations
BOWER & WILKINS LTD.
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthing 5142

LANE'S
The largest Hi-Fi
serving Sussex
• FREE DELIVERY
WITHIN 25 MILES
• EQUIPMENT BY
LEADING MAKERS
• COMPONENTS
BOOKS. ETC.
• DEPENDABLE SERVICE
• SHOWROOM WITH
OEM CONTROL PANEL
LANE'S
Half-day Weds.

(RA D ,0)

LTD.
--

Educational
Improve your knowledge of English—and perfeel your speech wilh
these exclusive Audio Education Courses:—1. The Modern Usage of
English. 2. Psychology of Expression and The Art of Public
Speaking. Wilh these new courses you will improve your written
and spoken English in business, social and public life. Each
Course consists of two 5 in. reels of double (rack lape replaying m
3J i.p.s. giving over two hours playing lime. Send stamped addressed
envelope for delails to:—SPEECH MASTERS Ltd., 22 Coastal
Chambers, London. S.W.I.

(R

,^0)
LTD.

(£ Recorder Stockists
and the S. Coast

ADVERTISERS'
B.A.S.F
A. Brown & Sons Lid.
Chelsea Record Centre
Chimis Electronics Ltd. ...
Colour Printers ...
Deimos Ltd.
Dickinsons of Pall Mall
E.M.I. Sales & Service Ltd.
Elstonc Electronics Ltd
Fi-Cord Ltd
Film Industries Ltd.
Francis of Streatham
Garrard Ltd.
The Gramophone Co. Ltd.
Grampian Reproducers Ltd.
Hi-Fi News
Hi-Fi Year Book
Howard Photographic
Lanes(Radio) Ltd.
Lustraphonc Ltd....
M.S.S. Ltd.
Magnegraph
R. Marking & Co. Ltd. ...
Miniflux Electronics Ltd.
Multicore Solders Ltd. ...
Nusound Recording Co.
Philips Electrical Ltd
R.E.W. Earlsficld Ltd
Rapid Recording Service
Recorder Co
Reps Tape Recorders
Rcslosound Ltd. ...
Sands Hunter
Scotch Brand Recording Tape ...
T.S.L. Ltd.
Tape Recorder Centre
Tclctapc Ltd.
H.B. Trading Co....
Tutchings Electronics Ltd.
Tutor Tape Co. ...
Valradio Ltd.
Wallace Heaton Ltd
Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd.
Wyndsor Recording Co.

TAPE RECORDERS • AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS • LOUDSPEAKERS ETC.
LEADING MAKES ALWAYS IN STOCK
Enquiriesobligetion
welcomed without
Write, Phone or Call
II GARDNER ST., BRIGHTON
(Between North St. and North Rd.)
Phone: BRIGHTON 20773

for
all
CHELSEA

records
and

RECORD

equipment
daily till 8 pm

203 KINGS RD SW3 FLA 2596
CENTRE-

Thursdays 1 pm
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How can you measure the
authenticity of a tape recording?
The simple answer is - you can't
with any guarantee of accuracy. The sound
thing to do is rely on proven quality
and choose for all recordings the tape
that's made to give Authentic Sound.
the

'rod,

pole

and

perch'

of Authentic

m
p p

t

'A

Sound

BASF tape has a base of Luvitherm,
the special plastic which permanently holds
magnetic oxide in the tightest bond; and the
oxide itself is made by a special BASF process
to ensure magnetic stability no matter
how long the tape is stored. These outstanding
features are the reason experts use BASF tape
for original research - recording the eating sounds
of fish is one unusual field - as well as for
true-to-life records of more mundane events.
BASF is the original recording tape.
A vast reserve of more than 25 years experience
and continued development keeps it ahead for
authenticity. On BASF tape you can always
be sure of registering your recorder's complete
range of frequencies. . . always reproducing
them, . , always obtaining Authentic Sound
whatever and wherever you record.
insist on the tape with the Luvitherm base

\
I V_

Magnetic Recording Tape
Standard • Long Play
Double Play Editing Sound

(»)
F. A. HUGHES & CO LTD 4 STANHOPE GATE LONDON W1
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